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ABSTRACT 
 
 

In this work, the manipulation including generation and detection of the asymmetric 

perfect vortex (APV) carrying fractional orbital angular momentum (OAM) was 

demonstrated and discussed. All the manipulation of the modes is in real-time which 

provides a perfect tool for sensing the dynamic properties of complex media. The OAM-

involved nonlinear conversion, specifically the second-harmonic generation (SHG) using 

the APV and asymmetric Bessel-Gaussian (BG) beams was studied in detail.  

The generation and detection of the APV are based on the HOBBIT concept which 

includes acoustic optical deflector (AOD) and log-polar coordinate transformation optics. 

The RF signal driving the AOD allows the real-time controlling of the OAM modes. 

Because of the asymmetric property of the modes, the APV beams can carry fractional 

OAM with a linear one-to-one correspondence of the fractional charges. The feature of the 

Doppler frequency shift caused by the AOD was introduced and demonstrated which was 

used to build a Poincaré sphere to encode and decode information. The spatial APV basis 

was also demonstrated by developing a pulsed 2D HOBBIT system which includes two 

AODs controlling both the OAM and radial dimensions. Examples using all these HOBBIT 

systems to sense complex media were given to show the real-time OAM spectrum 

measurement.  

The SHG process of the APV and the asymmetric BG beams was discussed. The 

theoretical and experimental results show how beams with OAM-independent and OAM-

dependent sizes behave in the nonlinear process. Both the two beam models gave a very 

good one-to-one correspondence of fractional charges which shows the potential to use the 
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beam models for information encoding and decoding. Different parameters impacting the 

OAM-related nonlinear conversion were discussed. These parameters include power 

density, phase-matching condition, and mode overlapping. Multiple OAM modes 

nonlinear interaction was also studied. The reverse HOBBIT system was used to verify the 

multi-mode interaction theory of the APV modes. Using the nonlinear interaction theory 

of the APV, the 2D HOBBIT was used as the source to excite the SHG process and generate 

deep UV APV carrying OAM. The effects of how OAM and radial beam size affect the 

nonlinear interaction were illustrated.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background 

Structured light has drawn lots of attention in recent years due to its potential 

applications in fields like optical communications, particle manipulation, remote sensing, 

and quantum information technology. Among all kinds of structured light such as 

manipulations on intensity, phase, and polarization, beams carrying orbital angular 

momentum (OAM) are specific because of their interesting properties [1]. Carrying a spiral 

phase pattern ( )exp i θ , where   represents the so-called OAM charge and θ  denotes the 

azimuthal coordinate, OAM beams have a Poynting vector that spirals along the 

propagation direction and a donut-shape intensity distribution [2]. The entire set of integer 

OAM can be considered as an infinite Hilbert space which indicates the ability of OAM 

beams to encode and decode information.  

Laguerre Gaussian (LG) beams, Bessel beams, and perfect vortex beams are regular 

OAM beam models. The intensity and phase profiles of the three types of beams are shown 

in Fig. 1.1.1. LG beams not only have the azimuthal dimension (OAM) but also carry a 

radial degree of freedom, which shows potential in applications such as optical 

communications [3] and remote sensing [4]. Bessel beams have very special properties like 

non-diffracting and self-healing, which are potential tools for particle manipulation and 

sensing. The beam sizes of both LG and Bessel beams are OAM related which means under 

the same conditions beams carrying larger OAM will have a larger beam size. In some 
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cases, it is important to explore the effects only caused by OAM. Then perfect vortices are 

an ideal choice since beams carrying any OAM have the same intensity distribution. The 

beam models introduced here are considered to carry an integer OAM charge, and in the 

next section, OAM beams carrying fractional charges will be discussed.  

 

Fig. 1.1.1. Regular OAM-carrying beam models.  

1.2 Fractional OAM 

The set of all integer OAM constructs an infinite Hilbert space which is the key 

point to exploiting OAM as carriers for information encoding and decoding. Then a very 

interesting question here is does fractional OAM exist? If so, the channel capacity and light 

spectrum efficiency can be largely enhanced which will be beneficial to OAM-related 

applications.  

One key feature of OAM beams is the spiral phase and the spiral phase pattern can 

be used to generate and detect OAM. For an integer OAM charge  , the transverse spiral 

phase pattern changes from 0 to 2π  by   times. If a spiral phase pattern that does not 
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change phase by integer times is used to generate OAM, there will be a phase discontinuity 

in this phase pattern and the generated field will have constructed and destructed 

interference along propagation. This generated beam can be seen as a fraction OAM beam 

since the global/mean OAM is not an integer. In 2004, M V Berry derived what would 

happen when a plane wave illuminates fractional phase step and he found that no fractional-

strength can propagate which is due to the phase discontinuity in the beam [5]. Berry also 

found that the global OAM of the generated beam is always the nearest integer to the 

fractional value. So the OAM mapping curve for plane wave illuminating a fractional phase 

pattern is like stairs. In 2007, J. B. Götte et al. decomposed a fractional OAM state by using 

an integer OAM states basis and when the fractional OAM phase pattern is illuminated by 

a Gaussian beam, the results show a winding mapping curve whose global OAM is equal 

to the fractional phase pattern order only at integer and half-integer OAM charges [6]. The 

global/mean OAM value can be calculated as ( )sin 2
2

M
M M

π
π

= − , where M  denotes the 

order of the fractional phase pattern. This equation can be found in many papers involving 

fractional OAM analysis, however, it fits the situation best when the incident beam has a 

Gaussian description.  

The generated fractional OAM by the above methods usually has a very 

complicated intensity and phase distribution due to the evolvement of phase discontinuity 

along propagation. The complexity of the OAM mapping curve is also a problem since it 

is better to have a linear OAM mapping curve considering the difficulty to discern two 

adjacent OAM charges which is essential in information decoding. However, like many 
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different beam models that can be used as OAM carrying beams, illuminating the fractional 

spiral phase pattern with a plane wave or Gaussian beam is not the only way to generate 

fractional OAM states. To address the issues of fractional OAM, researchers have 

developed other methods to demonstrate fractional OAM.  

 

Fig. 1.2.1. (a) The illustration of a fractional SPP. (b) The intensity distribution of a 

fractional OAM beam with charge 3.5 [6]. (c) The plot of the global OAM for fractional 

OAM beams [6].  

According to M. J. Padgett [7], OAM may have a different global/mean value 

depending on the choice of the calculation axis. This calculation will decide whether the 

OAM carried by a beam is intrinsic or extrinsic. Discussing the basic intrinsic nature of 

OAM is not the purpose of this dissertation since the information encoding/decoding 

system will have a fixed axis most time. But the lateral shift of the axis provides a way to 

tailor OAM. In 2019, Kotlyar et al. used a Gaussian beam to illuminate an off-axis spiral 

phase plate (SPP) and measured the dependence of global OAM on the SPP’s shift [8]. In 

Ref. [6] mentioned above, the fractional OAM states are decomposed into an integer OAM 

basis. Actually, this can be done in a reverse way to generate fractional OAM. In 2014, 

Kotlyar et al. proposed a beam model called asymmetric Bessel-Gauss beams which can 

carry both integer and fractional OAM [9], and this beam model is based on a Bessel-Gauss 
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basis. By controlling the summation coefficients of the basis, the global OAM can be 

manipulated. In 2008, J. B. Götte et al. put forward to a fractional OAM beam generated 

by a synthesis of LG basis [10] and this method overcomes the structure non-stable 

problem of fractional OAM.  

 

Fig. 1.2.2. Three methods to generate fractional OAM beams. (a) Off-axis SPP [8]. (b) 

The asymmetric Bessel-Gauss beams [9]. (c) Superposition method using LG basis [10].  

All the fractional OAM generation methods introduced above can be realized by 

creating relative phase patterns. These phase patterns can be generated on a glass substrate 

using photolithography or simply by displaying a phase device like a spatial light 

modulator (SLM) or a deformable mirror device (DMD). However, the mode switch rate 

based on glass-substate optics, SLM or DMD is very low and limited by tens of Hz to a 

few kHz. The mode switching rate is rather an essential concern when OAM is used to 

sense some disturbance of flowing media. In 2019, Wenzhe Li et al. demonstrated a rapidly 

tunable OAM generation system for higher-order Bessel beams integrated in time 

(HOBBIT) [11]. The HOBBIT system shows an OAM mode switching rate of 400 kHz 

and works for both integer and fractional OAM which are continuously tunable. The 

fractional OAM generated by HOBBIT shows a linear mapping curve and is used to probe 

atmosphere turbulence in real-time [12].  
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Fig. 1.2.3. The HOBBIT system [11].  

The fractional OAM offers an extension to the degree of freedom of the spatial 

modes. But the complication of the mode structure also brings some limitations to 

applications of these modes. In the next section, OAM-related nonlinear processes will be 

introduced. The nonlinear interaction shows a new vision to generate and manipulate OAM.  

1.3 OAM-related nonlinear conversion 

Nonlinear optics not only is a good way to generate new frequencies, but also 

provides a method to manipulate OAM. Energy and momentum conservations are basic 

rules in nature. Since the OAM charge is used to represent momentum, how OAM charge 

performs in nonlinear processes is what we concern.  

It has been shown that the second-harmonic generation (SHG) of LG mode is used 

to generate higher OAM charges [13, 14]. Using a so-called naïve theory of SHG in [14], 
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the complex amplitude of the generated field, ( )2E ω , is proportional to the square of the 

fundamental beam’s complex amplitude, ( ) ( )( )2
2E Eω ω∝ . Then if ( ) ( )expE iω θ=  , 

the generated SHG field will carry a phase term of ( )exp 2i θ , which tells that not only 

the light frequency but also the OAM charge are doubled in the SHG process. Other OAM-

related nonlinear processes involving a single OAM pump also follow the momentum 

conservation law and it is easy to get the OAM charge changing rule.  

The situation is a little complicated when multiple OAM work as input to a 

nonlinear process since the multiple OAM interaction needs to be considered. Let us still 

take SHG for example, if two OAM having the same light frequency are input and the field 

can be described as ( ) ( ) ( )1 2exp expE i iω θ θ= +  , mathematically the SHG field can be 

expressed as ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
1 2 1 22 exp 2 exp 2 2expE E i i iω ω θ θ θ∝ = + + +    . But 

some references do not show this result. In 2014, Zhou et al. [15] show that if 2 2
0 0LG LG−+  

works as the pump in the SHG, the generated field has a complex amplitude as 

4 4 0
0 0 2LG LG LG−+ − , where pLG  denotes an LG mode and p  is the radial index and   is 

OAM. The mode cross-interaction part does not have a coefficient of 2. This is because for 

OAM modes whose beam size is OAM-dependent, the propagation will be different and 

only the overlapping section in the nonlinear medium will generate frequency doubling. A 

similar phenomenon is shown in [16], a four-wave mixing process with different OAM as 

pumps, the amplitude coefficients of the generated fields depend on the mode overlapping 

and all the coefficients can be evaluated by an integral describing the overlapping.  
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Fig. 1.3.1. Four-wave mixing of multiple OAM beams and mode overlapping [16].  

As demonstrated in section 1.2, the fractional OAM can be decomposed into an 

integer OAM basis. As a result, the nonlinear interaction of fractional OAM can be treated 

as multiple OAM interaction to some extent. However, the decomposition of fractional 

OAM usually has a large bandwidth and for each component, the complex amplitude 

coefficients may vary. This variation will increase the calculation complexity of the mode 

overlapping integral. Another key factor that matters a lot is the phase-matching condition. 

Since phase-matching is the basic nature of nonlinear interaction, it will determine the 

nonlinear conversion efficiency directly. As mentioned in [2], the Poynting vector of OAM 

beams spirals along the propagation direction, and the skew angle between the Poynting 

vector and the propagation direction is 
kr
 , where k  is the wave number and r  is beam 

radius in the radial direction. According to this expression, the skew angle is both OAM 

and beam size related. When multiple OAM interaction needs to be considered in nonlinear 
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processes, different OAM may have a different phase-matching condition which will affect 

the final complex amplitude coefficients. Then simply considering the mode overlapping 

integral may be not accurate enough but still is a good approximation. In Ref. [17, 18], the 

SHG of fractional OAM generated by fractional phase step SPP and shifted SPP are 

discussed and the OAM decomposition method is the method in [6].  

 

Fig. 1.3.2. (a) SHG of fractional OAM beams generated by fractional SPP [17]. (b) SHG 

of fractional OAM beams generated by off-axis SPP [18].  

The nonlinear optics technique offers a chance to manipulate both light frequency 

and OAM at the same time which could be beneficial to applications involving light 

wavelengths that are not easy to directly generate from a resonator. For example, 

blue/green wavelengths are more used in underwater maritime environments, and to get a 

light wavelength of 532 nm the most convenient way is to do frequency doubling based on 

a 1064 nm laser which can be easily generated.  

1.4 Peer work and state of art 

Because of the high-dimensionality of OAM-carrying beams, since the spiral 

Poynting vector was first discussed in [2], OAM has drawn a lot of attention and in the past 

20 years a lot of achievement have been done. In 2012, OAM-carrying beams have been 

used in a free-space optical communication channel and a 2.56 Tbit s-1 rate and 95.7 bit s-
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1 Hz-1 spectral efficiency have been realized [3]. The OAM-matter interaction has 

stimulated the OAM optical tweezer and it can be used to trap or rotate small particles [7]. 

Due to the natural property of high-dimensionality, OAM is also a perfect choice for 

quantum information technique. In [19], Dada et al. utilized an ultraviolet (UV) Gaussian 

pump and a type-I BBO crystal to generate a spontaneous parametric down-conversion 

(SPDC), and the generated two-photon state can be described as 
A B

c
=∞

=−∞

Ψ = ⊗ −∑






  , 

where A  and B  are the signal and idler photons respectively, c


 is the complex 

coefficient for each component in the superposition and 2c


 denotes the probability for 

each component. The signs for the two photons’ OAM indicate the momentum 

conservation in this SPDC process. Spatial modes or structured light with high 

dimensionality are a perfect tool for applications requiring more degrees of freedom. The 

first key issue will be how to generate and detect OAM beams.  

Usually, the OAM generation methods can also be used for detection. As mentioned 

above, photolithography and displaying devices are common methods to generate OAM 

beams because it is easy to simulate phase variance across the transverse plane. For the 

photolithography method, a common way is to etch the phase pattern on a glass substrate 

to generate SPP and due to the thickness difference in the cross section, the light path will 

be different in the transverse 2D plane. The SPP is widely used in OAM-related research, 

for example in [20] it is used for an underwater communication link to generate OAM. An 

SLM or DMD mirror is very convenient to simulate the phase pattern, and in [3] SLM is 

used to generate high-order OAM beams. Different phase patterns can be involved together 
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to realize multiple functions such as in [21] a 2D forked grating is used to generate a 3 by 

3 OAM array and two different types of gradually-changing-period gratings are used to 

detect the OAM order by observing the petal numbers in the far-field plane. Compared to 

the gradually-changing-period gratings, a similar far-field intensity pattern can be gotten 

by simply using a cylindrical lens [22]. Using a cylindrical lens, there is also quantitative 

measurement by using a single or two lenses [23, 24] and the far-field intensity 

distributions are used to calculate the OAM mean value utilizing the Electro-Magnetic 

theory. In 2002, Jonathan Leach et al. put forward a cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

scheme to sort OAM and by setting more stages the input OAM can be sorted perfectly 

[25]. In 2019, a multiple plane LG mode sorter was demonstrated by Nicolas K. Fontaine, 

and by reflecting the laser beam multiple times between an SLM and a mirror, the input 

beam can be decomposed into a Cartesian grid of spots which tell the OAM charge [26]. 

In 2020, a reconfigurable OAM sorter using Gouy phase accumulation based on cascaded 

optical resonators was demonstrated in [27] and this method works dynamically and can 

be used for different wavelengths. Similarly based on Gouy phase accumulation, a Gouy 

phase radial mode sorter was demonstrated in [28], and by using the Gouy phase 

differences of LG beams the radial and azimuthal modes can be sorted by cascaded 

schemes. When an OAM beam illuminates a spinning object, the reflected beam will show 

a Doppler frequency shift which can be described as / 2f π∆ = Ω , where Ω  is the rotating 

rate of the spinning object [29]. This rotational Doppler effect was used to detect OAM in 

[30] by measuring the beating frequencies. In [11], Li et al. developed a HOBBIT system 

that can generate tunable OAM rapidly using AOD and log-polar coordinate transformation 
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optics. Doing coordinate transformation is another way to manipulate OAM. The log-polar 

optics was first used for sorting OAM in [31] by mapping the azimuthal phase gradient of 

OAM to the linear phase in cartesian coordinate, and the linear phase is Fourier transformed 

by a lens to a shifted line shape in the far-field whose shifted position is dependent on 

OAM charge. The log-polar optics is a perfect tool to detect integer OAM, however, the 

resolution might be a problem since the line shape is not extremely thin which causes 

overlapping between modes. The potential method to enhance the resolution is embedding 

fan-out grating into the phase pattern and the linear phase is duplicated to multiple pieces 

whose Fourier transform corresponds to a much narrow line shape [32, 33]. For rapid 

manipulation of structured light, the HOBBIT method is not the only one. In [34], 

Braverman et al. developed a method to generate Hermite-Gauss mode by using an 

acousto-optic modulator (AOM) which basically is an AOD and the switching speed also 

reaches sub-MHz level.  

Structured light including OAM beams is widely used for sensing tasks since any 

phase disturbance caused by complex media could produce an OAM spectrum broadening. 

By measuring the OAM spectrum change or broadening, information like amplitude, or 

phase can be extracted. As mentioned above, OAM beams can be used to detect the rotating 

speed of a spinning object [29]. Some related research using different types of detection 

schemes, direction-sensitivity, and spatially incoherent light can be found in [35-37]. 

Another remote sensing task is to probe the dynamic properties of flowing media. As 

demonstrated in [38], LG beams are used to estimate the flow vorticity of a fluid. And in 

[12], the HOBBIT beams are used to probe the continuous spectrum of atmospheric 
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turbulence. OAM beams can also be used to do traditional and quantum imaging. By using 

SLM to generate LG beams basis, a sequence of LG modes is used to sense an amplitude 

object in [4].  Spatial modes are widely used in quantum information technology since their 

natural high dimensionality and OAM beams can be used to do quantum imaging [39]. 

When OAM beams are utilized to do remote sensing, one key requirement of the OAM-

carrying beams is the dynamic mode control which can be considered as a high mode 

switching speed. However, conventional OAM generation and detection methods usually 

do not have a high enough mode switching speed to do real-time sensing. The SLM-based 

method is no more than 60 Hz, and the DMD method is usually several kHz. One potential 

way might be the HOBBIT concept. By using AOD which can do fast modulation to 

incident laser beams, the mode switching speed can be up to MHz level [11].  

Nonlinear conversion is a useful tool to study the basic phenomena of OAM beams 

since the energy and momentum conservation rule. As shown in [13, 14], in an SHG 

process the integer OAM is exactly doubled by the input charge. This result can be simply 

thought as the OAM conservation law. The similar relation between the input and output 

charges have been observed in many other nonlinear processes, such as sum-frequency 

generation (SFG) [40], difference-frequency generation (DFG) [41], high-harmonic 

generation (HHG) [42, 43], SPDC [44], four-wave mixing [45-47] and vortex-pumped 

optical parametric oscillator [48]. The OAM charges discussed here are all integers, 

however, for fractional OAM beams the nonlinear conversion will be more complicated 

and the OAM charges may not follow the phenomena above. In [23], a quantitative method 

was demonstrated by using the far-field intensity of fractional OAM which is diffracted by 
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a cylindrical lens and the OAM mapping curve follows a winding trace. Even the OAM 

mapping curve without any nonlinear process does not give a linear one-to-one relationship, 

the nonlinear conversion of fractional OAM seems not to be predictable. The study of SHG 

using fractional OAM which is generated by a fractional SPP was demonstrated in [17]. In 

2017, Stanislovaitis et al. studied the nonlinear conversion of integer and half-integer OAM 

and found that the OAM conservation law stands for these OAM charges [49]. In 2018, 

Alam et al. studied SHG of fractional OAM by shifting integer SPP [18]. Most nonlinear 

studies involving fractional OAM do not give the OAM mapping curve directly since the 

complicated process. Instead, the OAM spectrum is used to study the nonlinear conversion, 

as shown in [17, 18]. Finding a way to quantize the nonlinear converted fractional OAM is 

potential since it is essential to decern different OAM in applications employing complex 

modulation and demodulation technique.  

To address the problems of applications using fractional OAM, the study of OAM 

generation and detection needs to be done. For real-time sensing applications, it is essential 

to find a method to increase the mode switching speed which should be much faster than 

SLM and DMD methods. The second requirement for fractional OAM is the OAM 

mapping curve for fundamental and nonlinear-generated OAM should have a linear one-

to-one feature. The related discussion will be made in the following chapters.  

1.5 Dissertation outline 

In this dissertation, chapter 1 discussed the relative concept, the background of our 

work as well as the state of art, and motivation.  
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Chapter 2 will introduce the real-time generation and detection of both integer and 

fractional OAM based on the HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT systems. The OAM modes 

generated by a HOBBIT are known as asymmetric perfect vortex (APV). The AOD in both 

systems will increase the mode switching rate up to MHz level. The log-polar coordinate 

transformation optics provide a convenient way to make a transfer between the linear phase 

and azimuthal OAM phase. The acoustic wave generated Doppler frequency shift offers 

the ability to map the generated OAM modes to a Poincaré sphere and this property will 

be used to study the fraction OAM nonlinear conversion. Several real-time sensing tasks 

will also be illustrated.  

Chapter 3 will demonstrate the scheme of the 2D HOBBIT system which can 

generate APV not only having the OAM dimension but also having the radial dimension 

control. Another AOD is used to control the beam position in the log-polar mapping which 

corresponds to different beam sizes. The generated APV with radial control is analogous 

to LG modes which have both OAM and radial charges. The 2D HOBBIT system is also 

used for remote sensing tasks. Phase measurement, amplitude pattern recognition, and 

measurement of rotating fog density are illustrated as examples. The theory and experiment 

of using the 2D HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT to measure partial coherence is also 

demonstrated.  

Chapter 4 will discuss the nonlinear conversion of asymmetric Bessel-Gaussian 

(BG) beams carrying integer and fractional OAM. The asymmetric BG beams are one 

beam model generated by the HOBBIT system. The OAM mapping curves of both 

fundamental and SHG OAM are measured based on the cylindrical lens method. The 
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experimental results show a good one-to-one correspondence of OAM charges mapping. 

The SHG-related parameters impacting the OAM nonlinear conversion will be discussed. 

The SHG conversion of multiple OAM as input will be studied and the conversion 

efficiency of the SHG will be given.  

Chapter 5 will demonstrate the nonlinear conversion of APV which is the other 

beam model of the HOBBIT system. The analysis of OAM calculation based on Electro-

Magnetic theory will be given which shows the reason why APV beams carry fractional 

OAM having a linear one-to-one mapping curve in both fundamental and SHG fields. The 

reverse HOBBIT will be used to study this nonlinear process. The multiple OAM 

interaction in SHG will be studied and measured by the reverse HOBBIT system. The 

spatial APV generated by the 2D HOBBIT will be used to study the phenomena of multiple 

OAM and radial modes involved process and the deep ultra-violate (UV) OAM generation 

by the 2D HOBBIT nonlinear conversion is also illustrated.  

Chapter 6 will summarize the studies throughout the dissertation and outline the 

future work.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

THE HOBBIT AND THE REVERSE HOBBIT SYSTEMS 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 

Previously the basic concepts of OAM beams which are a special kind of structured 

light carrying a spiral phase wavefront have been introduced.  The purpose is to develop 

the generation and detection method which can do OAM encoding and decoding in real-

time. For current OAM generation and detection schemes, the mode switching rate is 

limited to under a few kHz which may not satisfy the demand of sensing media 

dynamically. To sense even a tiny change in disturbance, a continuous manipulation of the 

OAM spectrum which means the arbitrary control of integer and fractional OAM are 

necessary.  

Since OAM can be considered as a phase structure, most generation and detection 

methods are based on optical phase elements. Static methods like SPP [50], diffractive 

gratings [21, 51], and cylindrical lenses [22-24] are very easy to implement. Dynamic 

methods are mainly dependent on SLM or DMD which is mainly limited by the refresh 

rates of the devices. The refresh rates of SLM tend to be lower than 60 Hz and the DMD 

can reach a refresh rate of kHz but is limited in resolution based on the space bandwidth 

product. There are also some bulky schemes that can be used to sort OAM states. These 

methods include cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers [25], LG mode sorter based on 

multi-plane method [26], a mode sorter using rotating rob to add different Doppler 

frequency shifts to modes [30], methods using Gouy phase accumulation to sort OAM and 
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LG radial modes [27, 28]. There are also mode sorting methods based on coordinate 

transformation by using the concept of log-polar mapping. The first log-polar detection 

scheme is illustrated in [31] which does the polar-cartesian transformation. The OAM 

azimuthal phase gradient is mapped to a linear phase which is Fourier transformed by a 

lens. The far-field of a beam with a linear phase corresponds to a linear shift, so by 

measuring the shifted distance one could extract the OAM information from this method. 

However, the issue of log-polar optics is the detection resolution which is decided by the 

relation between the limited beam size and the linear phase gradient. Methods have been 

developed to solve this problem. In [32, 33], a fan-out grating method is embedded into the 

log-polar transformation and a few copies of the linear phase have been made to increase 

the beam size dimension and narrow the bandwidth of the far-field. These methods work 

perfectly for integer OAM charges but not for fractional OAM. Deformation of the log-

polar transformation is the so-called spiral transformation and in [52] this method is 

demonstrated and can achieve superior resolution with integer OAM. By introducing 

multiple circular-sector transformations into the coordinate mapping optics, OAM 

multiplication and division can be accomplished and this method provides a way to 

generate higher-order OAM beams [53]. In most cases, the far-fields which tell the OAM 

information from the coordinate transformation optics are still captured by a detector array 

which might be a charge-coupled device (CCD). The CCD camera determines the low 

refresh rate of the detection scheme. In a recent paper, a set of static phase masks and an 

AOM are used to generate OAM states at a mode switch rate up to 500 kHz [34]. Many of 

these static and dynamic methods have proven to be effective for OAM generation or 
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detection under some specific conditions. However, the combination of the log-polar 

coordinate transformation and the AOD is demonstrated in [11] and the linear phase is 

generated by the AOD and mapped to the azimuthal phase gradient by the log-polar optics. 

This HOBBIT concept gives an insight into how to generate OAM states in real-time. And 

in [12], the HOBBIT system is used to sense the tiny disturbance of the atmospheric 

turbulence with a continuous OAM spectrum including both integer and fractional OAM.  

In this chapter, the concept of the HOBBIT system including the introduction of 

AOD and log-polar coordinate transformation will be introduced. Then the detailed theory 

of the reverse HOBBIT system will be demonstrated. By combining the log-polar mapping 

and the AOD technologies and exploiting different ways to create driving radio frequency 

(RF) signals, the AOD works as a time-varying linear phase generator on the transmitter 

side (HOBBIT) and phase correlator on the receiver side (reverse HOBBIT). Due to the 

fast refreshing of the RF signals on both the transmission and detection sides, the HOBBIT 

and the reverse HOBBIT system yield a real-time varying OAM generation and mode 

sorting. Another interesting feature of the AOD-based HOBBIT system, the Doppler 

frequency shift, will be discussed. The Doppler frequency shift caused by the momentum 

conservation of the AOD will provide the ability to create the Poincaré sphere by adding 

an initial phase difference to different OAM modes and the RF signal also offers the 

convenience to control the power ratio of each mode. The reverse HOBBIT system will 

provide coherent detection to verify the generation of single or multiple OAM-varying 

beams with both integer and fractional charges at MHz level. All these features will be 

supported by experimental results and relative analyses. Lastly, several remote sensing 
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examples will show the ability of the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT to do real-time 

scanning of complex media.  

2.2 The HOBBIT system 

As mentioned above, two essential elements of the HOBBIT concept are the log-

polar optics and the AOD. The coordinate transformation was first used in imaging 

processing for rotation invariant pattern recognition [54]. There are two phase elements 

included in this transformation, one to do an optical geometric transformation which maps 

the linear phase gradient and OAM azimuthal phase gradient to each other, and the second 

one to correct the phase error from the wrapping process [31]. The acousto-optic devices 

are widely used to do laser beam modulation and beam shaping [55-57]. The AOD and the 

log-polar optics construct the main part of the HOBBIT system. This time-varying OAM 

generation system is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. In this system, a linear-polarized incident 

Gaussian beam works as input and travels through an AOD which will be named the 

transmitter AOD compared to the receiver AOD in the reverse HOBBIT system which will 

be demonstrated later in this chapter. The transmitter AOD (Gooch & Housego AODF 

4120-3) is driven by a time-varying RF signal ( )S t . Any change in ( )S t  corresponds to a 

frequency change and will result in a deflection angle difference which means embedding 

a linear phase to the incident Gaussian beam. A typical deflection efficiency of 70-80% 

can be achieved by using the AOD. The Gaussian beam carrying a linear phase will be 

mapped to the log-polar optics by a well-designed lens system 

( 1 2 350 , 100 , 50F mm F mm F mm= = = −  as shown in the figure). This lens system will 

reshape the Gaussian spot to an elliptical Gaussian beam with specific widths in both 
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horizontal and vertical directions. The following optics after the AOD are aligned with the 

light path which corresponds to the Bragg angle deflection of the AOD. As a result, the 

angle difference caused by different linear phases will deflect the beam away from this 

light path. However, the lens system will still image the beam back to the axis which will 

be the position of the first log-polar optics. The advantage of mapping the elliptical 

Gaussian beam to a ring shape is the interference effect from any phase discontinuity when 

the two ends of the beam recombine can be eliminated so that one can generate both integer 

and fractional OAM. Another benefit of using the AOD is to use all kinds of filters based 

on digital signal processing (DSP) techniques to modulate the RF signal which will then 

be used to manipulate the laser beam and control the intensity distribution around the whole 

ring shape. After the log-polar mapping, the elliptical Gaussian line beam will be wrapped 

to an asymmetric ring which is called the near-field of the HOBBIT with the name of APV. 

The APV shown in the figure carries an OAM charge of +1 whose colormap indicates the 

phase gradient changing from 0 to 2π . Then this complex amplitude of APV is Fourier 

transformed by a Fourier lens and in the Fourier plane the far-field distribution which is 

called the asymmetric BG beam can be observed and the nonlinear interaction of the 

asymmetric BG beams will be discussed in chapter 3.  
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Fig. 2.2.1. The HOBBIT system [58]. 

The RF signal ( )S t  can be described in a general form as follows:  

( ) ( )( )sin 2 ,n n n
n

S t c f t tπ ϕ= +∑                                          (2.1) 

where nc  is the weighting factor of each sinusoidal component which will determine the 

power ratio of each mode, ( )nf t  is the time-varying frequency function describing the 

frequency change of each sine wave, and nϕ  is the initial phase of each sinusoidal 

component. When the incident Gaussian beam propagates through the AOD, the RF signal 

will generate an acoustic wave traveling through the AOD which will deflect the Gaussian 

beam with the Bragg condition. The general Bragg angle can be expressed as follows:  

0 ,
2

AOD
B

at

f
V

λθ =                                                             (2.2) 

where 0
c AOD

c
f f

λ =
+

 is the light wavelength after the AOD which is affected by the 

Doppler effect, c  is the speed of light, cf  is the incident light frequency, 125AODf MHz=  

is the central working frequency for Bragg condition, and atV  is the acoustic velocity of 
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the transmitter AOD. As mentioned earlier, the light path is aligned based on the Bragg 

condition of the AOD, then when the transmitter AOD works at its central frequency, the 

generated beam from the HOBBIT will carry an OAM charge of 0. When driven by a 

different frequency, the AOD will deflect the beam and the generated beam will carry an 

+/- OAM depending on the blue or red shift of the RF frequency. The deflection angle 

change of the beam can be described as 

( )( ) ,n
n AOD n

at t

f f t
V
λθ
η

∆ = −



                                            (2.3) 

where 
( )n

c n

c
f f t

λ =
+

 is the Doppler shifted wavelength for an OAM charge   after 

passing through the transmitter AOD, and 2

1
t

F
F

η =  is the amplification factor of the lens 

system where 1F  and 2F  are the focal lengths of the lenses shown in the figure. Now based 

on paraxial approximation, the OAM ( )n t  can be expressed by the angle change nθ∆
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a
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π
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                                                         (2.4) 

where 3.6
2

mma
π

=  is the parameter of the log-polar optics. From Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4), 

the relation between the generated OAM and the RF driving frequency can be described as 

( ) ( )( )2 .n AOD n
at t

at f f t
V
π
η

= −                                                (2.5) 

The generated OAM charge above ( )n t  is the result of the frequency in a single 

sine wave component and it is time-varying. When the transmitter AOD is driven by a 
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combination of sine waves, the generated OAM is also a superposition of time-varying 

OAM charges. From Fig. 2.2.1., the near-field has not only the typical feature of PV whose 

beam size is OAM-independent, but also the asymmetry property. Considering the 

asymmetry and the combination of the RF signal, the complex amplitude of the near-field 

can be expressed as follows:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )
2 2
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 −
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∑

 







                   (2.6) 

where x


 stands for horizontal polarization and here ( ) ( )( )exp 2n n n
n

S t c i f t tπ ϕ = + ∑  

is in its exponential formation representing the coherent superposition of the desired OAM 

beams. This representation is more suitable for the definition of complex amplitude and 

will directly reflect the Doppler effect caused by the transmitter AOD. ( ),A r θ  is the 

amplitude term for the APV which corresponds to ( )2 2
0

2 2exp
r

r r
w wθ

θ −
− − 
 
 

, with 0r  as the 

ring radius and rw  is the radial 1/e2 Gaussian width, and describes the asymmetry of the 

APV, β  is the so-called asymmetry factor. β  has a value which is the ratio of the elliptical 

Gaussian line length to 2 aπ . The longitudinal wave vector is described as 

( )( )2 cos / 2 /zn n n nk t aπ λ π λ=
 

 . Since the generated OAM states are determined by the 

RF driving signal, the summation sign indicates all the potential output results carrying 

arbitrary superposition with power and phase differences of OAM beams. As mentioned 
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earlier, the Fourier transform of a PV is the Bessel beam. The far-field, as known as the 

asymmetric BG beam, can be expressed as the following equation which corresponds to 

Eq. (2.6) 

( )( ) ( ) ( )
2

2exp 2 exp 2 exp exp ,tm
far n n n c m m

n mG m

k rrU x c i f t t i f t B J im
w

π ϕ π θ
µ

∞

=−∞

   
 = + − −    

   
∑ ∑

 

(2.7) 

where the m  summation of integer OAM corresponds to the far-field of the single time-

varying OAM component ( )n t . This phenomenon can be explained by the uncertainty 

between the angular position and the angular momentum [59]. ( ) ( )/G n rw t F wλ π=


 is the 

Gaussian envelope width. F  is the focal length of the Fourier lens. 

( ) ( )( )22exp / 4m
m nB i w t mθ

 = − − −
 

  is the discrete weighting factor for each ( )n t  

giving the OAM spiral spectrum. tm
m

m

k rJ
µ

 
 
 

 is the first-order Bessel function with tmk  as 

the transverse wave vector and mµ  as the scaling factor [60].  

2.3 The reverse HOBBIT system 

Since the HOBBIT system can arbitrarily manipulate OAM generation in real-time, 

it is important for us to detect the OAM faster than the changing rate of the transmitter. 

The solution is the reverse HOBBIT system. By simply using the AOD and log-polar optics 

in a reverse order, the reverse HOBBIT system is developed for real-time OAM 

demultiplexing. To clarify, the sequence of the two log-polar optics is also in a reverse 

way. In this case, the input to the reverse HOBBIT will be the OAM states. The OAM 
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azimuthal phase will be unwrapped to a linear phase gradient by the log-polar optics. And 

this linear phase gradient will be Fourier transformed to the far-field corresponding to 

different transverse positions which indicate the input OAM information. In the reverse 

HOBBIT system, a second AOD, the receiver AOD, works as a linear phase correlator to 

cancel the linear phase gradient and make it back to a plane wavefront. To do real-time 

detection, the receiver AOD is driven by a carefully designed RF signal which is slightly 

different from the one used for the transmitter AOD. The reverse HOBBIT system is shown 

in Fig. 2.3.1. Because of the limited aperture size of the receiver AOD (BRIMROSE TEF-

90-60-532) and the relatively large elliptical Gaussian line after the coordinate mapping, a 

reducing telescope ( 1 2' 50 , ' 500F mm F mm= = ) is used to narrow the beam size down to a 

reasonable value. After the receiver AOD, a Fourier lens is used to couple the filtered beam 

into a multi-mode fiber which is connected to an Avalanche Photodetector (APD) and 

works as an aperture. The detection results will be directly shown on the scope and the 

waveforms will be used to extract OAM information.  

 

Fig. 2.3.1. The reverse HOBBIT system [58]. 

The assumption is taken that the reverse HOBBIT system sees time-varying OAM 

states which can be described by only a complex phase pattern 
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( )( ) ( )( )exp exp 2n c n n
n

i t i f f t t iθ π ϕ − + + ∑  . The reverse log-polar optics will transfer 

this phase distribution to a superposition of linear phases. This superposition can be 

described as follows:  

( ) ( )( )1 exp exp 2 ,n
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t x
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                     (2.8) 

where x  represents the horizontal coordinate at the receiver side. The same log-polar 

optics are used in the reverse HOBBIT system resulting in the same parameters for the 

optics. Considering the reducing telescope with two lenses whose focal lengths are 1 'F  and 

2 'F , the linear phase of the original elliptical Gaussian beam is imaged to a smaller size 

but with a larger gradient. This change will be considered in the following design. Same as 

the transmitter side, 2

1

'
'r

F
F

η =  works as the reducing factor of the lens system. The new 

linear phase can be expressed as 

( ) ( )( )2 exp exp 2 .r n
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                      (2.9) 

Then the new linear phase function 2t  is sent to the receiver AOD which works as 

a matched filter and cross-correlates the linear phase generated by the RF signal loaded on 

the receiver AOD. The RF signal ( )R t  loaded on the receiver AOD has a similar form as 

( )S t  for transmitter AOD and can be described as Eq. (2.10). The difference between ( )S t  

and ( )R t  is that ( )R t  is not a superposition of sine waves but only a linear chirp signal 

( ) ( )( )sin 2 ,nR t d g t tπ=                                              (2.10) 
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where nd  is the weighting factor used to balance the power ratio across the whole scanning 

OAM spectrum, ( )g t  is the frequency time-varying function which usually is a linear 

frequency function. But ( )g t  can be designed for specific mapping purposes and is not 

limited only to a linear chirp. This RF signal ( )R t  generates a relative acoustic wave 

traveling across the receiver AOD can be considered as a phase grating and has a 

transmittance function expressed as follows:  

( ) ( )( )exp 2 exp 2 ,AOD
G

ar

g g t
t i x i g t t

V
π π

− 
=  

 
                          (2.11) 

where arV  is the acoustic velocity of the receiver AOD and 90AODg MHz=  is the central 

working frequency of the receiver AOD. The cross-correlation happens in the receiver 

AOD between the incident linear phase gradient and the phase grating caused by the 

acoustic wave. The Fourier lens and the multi-mode fiber will be expressed as a spatial 

integration of the product of the linear phase and the RF time signal. Then the power 

captured by the APD can be derived as follows:  
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The power collected by the APD will reach its maximum if 

( ) ( )2 0r n AOD

ar

t g g t
a V

η π −
− =



, which leads to the correlation spot for detecting the OAM 

information in the incident beams:  

( )2( ) .n AOD
ar r

at g g t
V
π
η

= −                                              (2.13) 

The Eq. (2.13) has a very similar form compared to Eq. (2.5) on the transmitter side. 

This result tells that the OAM generation and detection are mapped to a frequency 

matching problem. By designing all the parameters based on the devices used in the 

systems, the OAM encoding and decoding using the HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT can 

be controlled with a high degree of freedom. When the correlation happens on the receiver 

side, the deflected beam will be coupled into the multi-mode fiber. Since the use of RF 

signal on the receiver AOD, the real-time correlation will directly be displayed on the scope 

as a waveform. The voltage level reflects the weighting of the OAM spectrum. The real-

time detection procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.2., where the blue curve indicates the 

time-varying OAM information in the incident beam, and the red line represents the linear 

scanning across an OAM bandwidth of the receiver AOD RF signal. The time scale is 

exaggerated in the figure just for clarification purposes and in fact, the time scale is in sµ  

level which results in a detection rate of up to MHz level. Considering the time scale of the 

scanning is so small that the correlation results will show a continuous recovery of the 

OAM information. If the incident beam carries more than one single OAM information, 

different OAM components will be deflected at different time points in one scanning but 

at different RF frequencies. This frequency difference will add different Doppler effects to 
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different OAM components. In this case, the interference of different OAM components 

will show oscillations on the waveform captured by the scope. Single OAM is not impacted 

by the Doppler effect since ( )R t  including one sinusoidal waveform which will add an 

identical frequency shift to the input beam at one time point. However, the interference 

caused by the Doppler effect will not affect the OAM measurement considering the OAM 

information can still be extracted from the envelope of the waveform. This interference 

pattern will be shown in the experimental section. Our reverse HOBBIT not only works 

for the HOBBIT generated beams but also is available to any OAM-carrying beams. For 

example, if the LG beams are the input, the mapping procedure is mostly the same except 

there is no Doppler frequency difference in the input beam for each OAM component. 

Because the sweeping of ( )R t  is much faster than the changing rate of OAM in the 

incident beam, the cross-correlation procedure can be done in real-time.  

 

Fig. 2.3.2. Illustration of the correlation of the incident OAM and the RF chirp signal on 

the receiver side. The actual receiver chirp signal changes faster than the time varying 

OAM and the correlation points (black points) reflect the OAM change in real-time [58]. 
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2.4 Experimental results for OAM measurement 

In this section, the experimental results of the creation and detection of beams 

carrying time-varying OAM, detection of coherent OAM modes generated by HOBBIT, 

and creation of the Poincaré sphere by using the Doppler effect will be demonstrated.  

To verify the real-time sensing as shown in Fig. 2.3.2. using the reverse HOBBIT, 

the single OAM measurement results are shown first. The HOBBIT is used to generate 

static single OAM first with 5 different integer OAM values of -2, -1, 0, +1, and +2. The 

waveforms collected by the scope are shown in Fig. 2.4.1(a). The difference between 

different peaks is due to the diffraction efficiency of the system. The ratio for each peak 

can be balanced very easily by controlling nd . Figure 2.4.1(b) gives the OAM spectrogram 

which shows the continuous measurement of OAM in a time period of 100 sµ . The input 

OAM is a static charge of 0. Each column in (b) is one frame of the waveform as shown in 

(a). In this result, ( )R t  is a linear chirp lasting 1 sµ  which can scan or correlate OAM 

with a range from -4 to +4. Since ( )R t  lasts 1 sµ , the scanning rate by using this RF signal 

can reach an MHz level. From Fig. 2.4.1(a), we can see the resolution for adjacent integer 

OAM is poor which is determined by the basic nature of the design of the log-polar optics. 

When multiple OAM components are included in the incident beam, such as multiple LG 

modes, the scope will collect a continuous waveform which will indicate a result of a 

continuous OAM spectrum. This continuous OAM spectrum is still useful to estimate the 

global OAM change in the beam.  
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Fig. 2.4.1. Single static OAM measurement results. (a) Waveform collected by the scope 

which shows the results for measuring 5 integer OAM from -2 to +2. (b) The spectrogram 

for measuring OAM continuously during a time period of 100 sµ . Each column in (b) is 

a Gaussian-like waveform as shown in (a) with a linear chirp of 1 sµ  [58].  

To show the ability of the reverse HOBBIT to measure transient OAM, several RF 

signals are designed to generate time-varying OAM beams.  Based on Eq. (2.5), the OAM 

( )n t  is related to the frequency function ( )nf t . Four different frequency functions are 

chosen: linear, quadratic, concave quadratic, and sinusoid, and use these four functions to 

create relative RF signals to drive the transmitter AOD. The measurement results are shown 

in Fig. 2.4.2. In all the results, a 1 sµ  linear chirp scanning through -4 to +4 is still used to 

drive the receiver AOD. In each result, the function of ( )n t  is given to show the changing 

tendency of the transient OAM. From the results, we can see the HOBBIT system can be 

used to encode arbitrary OAM information to the laser beam and the generated modes can 

be used as probes for sensing. The corresponding detection using the reverse HOBBIT is 
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ideally matched to each architecture. Further manipulation of ( )R t  will provide the ability 

to control the degree of freedom on the time scale.  

 

Fig. 2.4.2. Temporal OAM generation and verification using the HOBBIT and the reverse 

HOBBIT systems. Four different RF signals are designed to generate the transient OAM 

beams. The relative OAM function ( )n t  is labeled in each figure above [58]. 

If the RF signal contains multiple sine waves which can generate multiple OAM 

components, for example 2n =  in Eq. (2.6), the coherent combinations of OAM beams 

can be generated. However, the utilizing of AOD will add a Doppler frequency shift to the 

incident beam which brings the benefit of controlling both amplitude and phase in the 

generated modes. This amplitude and phase encoding can be used to map the spatial 

information on a Poincaré sphere. In this case, the reverse HOBBIT system will extract 
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both amplitude and phase as a function of time from the OAM spectrogram results. 

Coherent combinations have been used for many applications and the mapping of the 

Poincaré sphere provides convenient modulation which is widely used in applications such 

as optical communications [61, 62]. A point aU  on the Poincaré sphere can be expressed 

as follows:  

( )cos sin exp ,
2 2
a a

a aU U U iθ θ ϕ−
   = +   
   

 

                                 (2.14) 

where aθ  is the angle between the vector and the z  axis, U


 and U−  construct the two-

dimensional Hilbert space, and aϕ  denotes the phase difference between the two 

orthogonal vectors which is the angle between the projection of the vector and the x  axis.  

The measurement results for coherent states are shown in Fig. 2.4.3. There are clear 

oscillations in the waveform which is due to the Doppler effect. Three waveforms with 

different colors are shown and overlapped in Fig. 2.4.3(a) and the 3 phase differences are 

0, 4, 2π π . A 100 sµ  linear chirp signal works as ( )R t  on the reverse HOBBIT system. 

More details will be introduced later. In Fig. 2.4.3(b), the details for the oscillated 

waveforms are shown and the delay caused by the phase differences can be clearly 

observed which could be used to extract the information from DSP analysis.  
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Fig. 2.4.3. The waveforms captured on the scope for measuring coherent states. (a) The 

oscillation shape for coherent states 1= ±  for 3 phase differences. (b) The detailed 

delays for the phase differences.  

 When one wants to measure the point coordinate on the Poincaré sphere, several 

measurements which are similar to the Stokes measurements for polarization states should 

be made. If a coherent combination of OAM states is used to represent this Poincaré sphere, 

the output beam will show an interference pattern which is typical for coherent OAM states. 

Here 1= ±  work as the two orthogonal states and to generate OAM 1= ±  using the 

HOBBIT system, the RF signal driving the transmitter AOD can be described as follows:  

( ) ( )1 1 1 1
1 sin 2 sin(2 ) ,
2 aS t c f t c f tπ π ϕ− −= + +                             (2.15) 

where 1c  and 2c  denote the weighting factor for the two orthogonal states, specifically 

1 cos
2
ac θ =  

 
, 2 sin

2
ac θ =  

 
.  

For generating OAM 1= ±  with the HOBBIT system, according to the concept, 

the two frequencies are calculated as 1 124.6389f MHz=  and 1 125.3611f MHz− = . The 

relative phase difference between the two states can be set in a range from 0 to 2π . To 
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illustrate this concept, the parameters are chosen as 1 2 1c c= = , 0, 2, ,3 2aϕ π π π= , and 

two poles which are OAM +1 and -1. All these six points on the Poincaré sphere correspond 

to 6 different RF signals on the transmitter side (the HOBBIT). The time intervals for all 

the points are not restricted any way, but are chosen to show the fidelity of this scheme for 

illustrative purposes. According to the log-polar parameters, lens system, and the acoustic 

velocity in Eq. (2.5), the frequency step for one OAM charge in the HOBBIT system is 

0.3611 MHz . If 1= ±  are used as the two poles, the beating frequency in Fig. 2.4.3. will 

be 722 kHz. To resolve and measure this beating frequency, there is a requirement for the 

time interval used in the reverse HOBBIT. If the time intervals are too short, there will not 

be enough oscillations in the waveform and the information cannot be extracted. In this 

case, the ( )R t  is a linear 100 sµ  chirp and there will be enough resolution for the beat 

frequency measurement in the following processing. The demonstration of the Poincaré 

sphere and the measurement results are shown in Fig. 2.4.4. The selected 6 points including 

the two poles and four points with phase differences on the equator are labeled on the 

sphere. The measured OAM spectrogram is shown in Fig. 2.4.4(b) and 6 time windows 

correspond to the 6 points. In this case, the two poles are shown in time window 1, 2 and 

there are only two bright peaks in each window indicating the positions of the poles. Time 

windows 3-6 represents the four points on the equator and on the right side of the figure a 

typical oscillation waveform is used to illustrate the interference of the two states. However, 

from the OAM spectrogram it is hard to extract the phase information since all the 

oscillations seem pretty similar to each other. To address this problem, the DSP analysis is 

exploited. Considering each column in the OAM spectrum is a waveform collected on the 
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scope and by knowing the sampling rate and time period a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

analysis is performed to each column and extract the frequency spectrum from the results. 

The FFT analyzed results are shown in Fig. 2.4.4 (c-d). The frequency spectrogram is 

shown in Fig. 2.4.4(c) and the red line indicates the beating frequency position centered at 

722 kHz. The time windows 3-6 show the predicted beat frequency and there is no 

frequency information in time windows 1-2 since only one OAM mode is measured. Next 

from the frequency information, the phase information can be extracted and the results are 

shown in Fig. 2.4.4(d). Again in windows 1-2 there are only meaningless phase noises and 

in windows 3-6 the phase gradient structure is shown. The same red line is centered at 722 

kHz and phase values can be extracted from this position. The measured phase information 

indicates the phase changes of 0, 2, ,3 2π π π  with an accuracy of 0.01π . Although only 

6 points are selected to illustrate the concept of constructing the Poincaré sphere, based on 

the accuracy of the phase measurement, more points can be chosen on the sphere to encode 

more information. Moreover, this method can be extended to recover the more complex 

amplitude and phase combinations of more than two OAM modes generated by the 

HOBBIT using only a single-pixel detector.  
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Fig. 2.4.4. The creation and detection of the Poincaré sphere using the HOBBIT and 

reverse HOBBIT systems. (a) The Poincaré sphere using two OAM orthogonal states. Six 

points are selected and labeled. (b)-(d) The measured OAM, frequency, and phase 

spectrograms [58].  

2.5 Probing the variable density fog clouds  

Compared to current spatial modes generation and detector methods, the HOBBIT 

and the reverse HOBBIT systems provide a perfect tool for rapid sensing applications. The 

MHz mode switching rate satisfies most sensing tasks. For free space optical 

communications links, the atmosphere turbulence caused wavefront distortion has a great 

impact on the channel capacity and the data rate. To understand the environment better, it 

is essential to sense and evaluate the environment much faster than any disturbance. Like 
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in Ref. [12], the HOBBIT system was used to map the small disturbance caused by the 

atmosphere using a continuous OAM spectrum with both integer and fractional charges. 

There are some rotating features in nature or human activities, like tornadoes or the wingtip 

vortices generated by an aircraft, which might be hazards to human life or properties. 

People are trying to search methods to measure, predict and avoid these hazards by 

developing lots of laser-based techniques, such as lidar [63].  

In the lab, the water steams are blown into a plastic tube to make rotating fog 

density as shown in Fig. 2.5.1.. The tube has a length of 1.4 m and a transverse diameter 

of 100 mm. The APV generated by the HOBBIT system is imaged by a 10X telescope and 

has a beam size of 25 mm in the tube. The green line starts at the HOBBIT and ends at the 

reverse HOBBIT denoting the light path. From the inset, the fog is injected into the tube 

tangentially at three different positions along the tube with equal spacing. The red curve in 

the inset shows the coarse trace of the fog rotation. However, the real distribution of the 

fog rotation is quite complicated and the impact of the fog can be analyzed from the OAM 

spectrum change. The 1 sµ  linear chirp scanning OAM from -4 to +4 continuously is used 

in this case, which is much faster than the dynamics of the fog. Consecutive scans will be 

compiled to get the OAM spectrogram which is then used to trace the OAM change. When 

the APV propagates through the tube with dynamic fog, the measured spectrogram 

indicates the OAM components which are produced by the fog rotation. By simply flipping 

the tube, the fog rotation can be changed in both right-handed and left-handed rotation 

directions. The fog sensing results are shown in Fig. 2.5.2. The measurement result without 

any fog will be similar to Fig. 2.4.1(b). The spectrograms using OAM 0 and -1 to sense 
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right-handed rotating fog are shown in Fig. 2.5.2(b). The total sensing time is 30 s and from 

the spectrograms, we can observe that the OAM spectrum is deflected to the positive 

direction. This is because when the fog is blowing into the tube, the fog density changes 

with time and will cause a refractive index difference across the transverse plane in real 

time which introduces an OAM component to the incident APV. The difference between 

the spectrograms using different OAM is due to the fog generation process is not exactly 

the same every time. From the spectrograms, the OAM spectrum has a tendency going 

back to charge 0 which is because when the tube begins filling with more fog, although the 

fog is still rotating, the fog density will become more uniform which causes less refractive 

index difference across the transverse plane.  

 

Fig. 2.5.1. The experimental setup for sensing the rotating fog density. The inset shows 

the transverse plane about how the fog moves in the tube and the input APV probe.  
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Fig. 2.5.2. Fog sensing results of both right-handed and left-handed rotation using OAM 

0 and -1.  

From the above results, we can see the measured OAM spectrogram is not a simple 

solid trace and there are lots of scattered-like information across each column which is 

because the fog distribution is very complicated. Besides, the measured OAM spectrum 

information is an accumulation result of the whole ring. It is important to measure the 

localized information in the azimuthal direction which can help us to understand the 

environment better. The OAM information is related to spatial scale and the beam size used 

in the sensing procedure also matters. To address these problems the 2D HOBBIT system 

was developed and will be demonstrated in chapter 3.  

2.6 Summary  

In this chapter, the concepts of the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT systems to 

generate and detect OAM spectrograms which can map the space-time information of 
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OAM are demonstrated in detail. Both the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT use log-polar 

optics and AOD. The log-polar optics are well-known for geometrical optical 

transformation and the AOD is for RF signal processing. The log-polar optics are used to 

transfer azimuthal phase gradient and linear phase to each other. The AODs are perfect 

tools to generate and correlate linear phase which are much faster than conventional phase 

modulators such as SLM and DMD. In this work, the AOD works as a linear phase 

generator in the HOBBIT system and a matched filter on the reverse HOBBIT side. 

Because of the use of AOD, the mode switch rate can reach MHz level with arbitrarily 

time-varying single or multiple OAM multiplexing and demultiplexing. The detailed 

theories for the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT were derived and experimentally shown. 

Experimental results for measuring single static and dynamic OAM show the ability of 

generating and detecting spatial mode in real-time. Another important feature of the 

HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT is the ability to encode OAM with the so-called Doppler 

effect caused by the AOD. The beating frequency between different OAM can be used to 

create an information encoding and decoding system and map all the coherent 

combinations on a Poincaré sphere. This technique can be combined with the DSP analysis 

to extract the amplitude and phase information from the Poincaré sphere. Finally, the 

HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT systems are used to sense a dynamic rotating fog density 

which is made in lab by injecting water steam into a plastic tube. The real-time sensing 

results show that the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT systems are perfect tools to sense 

any disturbance of the media. However, the complexity of the media like the fog requires 
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more detailed measurement in localized and radial positions which will be illustrated in the 

next chapter.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

THE 2D HOBBIT SYSTEM 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 

In the former chapter, the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT system which can 

rapidly generate and detect OAM in real-time were introduced. The utilization of AOD in 

the system allows a fast mode switching rate for generating and correlating linear phases. 

The induced linear phase can be wrapped into an azimuthal phase gradient from a cartesian 

to the polar coordinate system. This process is done by two elements called the log-polar 

optics. The log-polar optics use two phase patterns to do this transformation, the first one 

to wrap a line into a ring structure and the second one to correct any phase errors during 

the wrapping and propagation. The generated field by the HOBBIT system is called the 

asymmetric perfect vortex whose beam size is OAM-independent and can carry both 

integer and fractional charges. The far-field of the APV is called the asymmetric Bessel-

Gauss beams which will be studied in chapter 4 for the nonlinear interaction. The mode 

switching rate of the HOBBIT is related to the acoustic velocity of the AOD and the 

incident beam size [11]. The reverse HOBBIT system has the same key elements as the 

HOBBIT system. The log-polar optics work as mode sorters which unwraps an azimuthal 

phase gradient into a linear phase gradient and the receiver AOD correlates the linear phase 

and transforms it into a plane phase. A multi-mode fiber connected with an APD works as 

a single-pixel detector and the whole system can measure OAM in real-time at a refresh 

rate of MHz. Since the RF signals driving the transmitter and receiver AODs provide us 
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the ability to control the mode switching rate, different designs of these signals provide 

different functions for the system. The AOD-induced Doppler frequency shift is another 

important feature of using the AOD, and it can be used to generate multiple OAM modes 

with different amplitudes and phases which enables the construction of the Poincaré sphere. 

This is very useful in applications that need to encode and decode information in high-

dimension. The HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT were used to sense the complicated 

phase information of the rotating fog density. Since the mode switching rate is much faster 

than the media change and the OAM-independent APV beam sizes, the phase information 

on the annular structure can be extracted. However, the flowing of the rotating fog density 

is very complicated and the local phase information might be more important. This leads 

to the development of the 2D HOBBIT system in this chapter.  

Studies using high dimensionality of laser beams show potential and promising 

applications. For example, in [4] the OAM and the radial modes of the LG beams are used 

to sense an amplitude structure. With only OAM it is hard to do a similar process since 

except for APV or PV, most OAM modes have an OAM-dependent beam size. However, 

a fast mode switching rate is also essential in this process, considering the SLM used in [4] 

needs over 30 minutes to finish one scan. New efforts to discover new types of beams have 

been made to enrich the structured light family. These new types include the manipulation 

of both intensity and phase structures. In [64], Rego et al. developed a method to generate 

a UV beam carrying time-varying OAM through an HHG by combining two femtosecond 

(fs) pulses with different OAM, and since the OAM varies extremely fast in fs scale the 

generated field is also called self-torque which may have promising applications in 
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nanoscale. The regular OAM beams have a phase distribution on the transverse plane 

which is perpendicular to the propagation direction and the conventional OAM is called a 

longitudinal OAM. Different from the longitudinal OAM, the spatiotemporal transverse 

OAM is demonstrated in [65, 66]. The nonlinear study of the spatiotemporal transverse 

OAM shows similar OAM conservation law and the generation of multiple-phase 

singularities [67]. The multiple optical-frequency-comb lines are used to generate dynamic 

spatiotemporal beams as illustrated in [68] and the generated fields including two 

independent and controllable OAMs can rotate around the propagation axis. Although new 

types of structured light show great potential in applications like particle manipulation and 

information encoding and decoding, relative studies need to be done both theoretically and 

experimentally.  

In this chapter, the beam modal including not only OAM but also a localized degree 

of freedom with a fast mode switching rate will be developed. The potential solution for 

this topic involves the use of the HOBBIT concept. The scheme of the 2D HOBBIT system 

will be introduced which contains two AODs and the log-polar optics. By utilizing not only 

a localized coordinate mapping, but different lines to rings with different beam sizes are 

mapped this time. The new AOD introduced to the system is used to control the vertical 

positions in the log-polar mapping. To manipulate each mode component precisely, a pulse 

laser as the source will be used and this will eliminate the Doppler effect that caused the 

phenomenon to some extent. At first, the spatial APV theory analogous to the LG modes 

with both OAM and radial modes is demonstrated. Then the 2D HOBBIT system will be 

illustrated in detail. The examples of 11 radial modes and OAM charges as high as 20 will 
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be demonstrated. A mode switching rate of 406.25 kHz can be realized by the 2D HOBBIT 

system. By carefully designing the parameters, the mode switching speed can be extended 

to the MHz level. Some remote sensing scenarios including sensing phase structure, 

amplitude patterns, and rotating fog density will be used to show the ability of the 2D 

HOBBIT system. At last, the pulsed 2D HOBBIT system and the reverse HOBBIT system 

are used to extract the spatial partially coherence information by measuring the cross 

spectral density (CSD) of a complex field.  

3.2 The spatial APV basis 

Perhaps the most used OAM modes are the LG beams carrying both OAM and 

radial modes. As mentioned in [2], the spiraling k vectors of the LG modes can be used to 

construct a high-dimensional Hilbert space which shows great potential in fields requiring 

high data rates. Not only the OAM degree of freedom but the radial dimension draw a lot 

of attention. In [4], both the radial and azimuthal charges of LG beams are used to sense 

the transmittance function of an amplitude object. In [28], a Gouy phase radial mode sorter 

is illustrated. The radial dimension of LG beams also shows great potential in quantum 

technology [69, 70]. In this section, the construction of spatial APV basis with both OAM 

and radial degrees of freedom will be introduced. Compared to the LG basis, the advantage 

of APV is that the beam size of APV is OAM-independent which allows the exploration 

of the effects only caused by OAM. However, the OAM-independent beam size also limits 

the utilization of APV for localized measurement as shown in the former chapter. Instead, 

a group of APV with a bunch of different beam sizes to emulate the LG basis can be 

generated . The spatial APV can be described by  
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                           (3.1) 

where n  and   represent the radial index and the OAM, nr  is the ring radius for each radial 

charge, rw  is the 1/e2 Gaussian width, wθ  is the 1/e2 azimuthal Gaussian width which is 

closely related to the parameter called asymmetry of the APV. Note that the APV carries 

fractional and integer OAM with a linear one-to-one correspondence which will be 

illustrated in the later chapters.  

 

Fig. 3.2.1. The spatial APV basis. 

One issue with Eq. (3.1) is that the asymmetry property of APV does not give a 

purely orthogonal azimuthal basis. As a result, the spatial APV is not an ideal orthogonal 

basis for describing the space. However, since the applications only require some degrees 

of freedom, the spatial APV basis is still a very good approximation. Later how to use the 
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spatial APV basis to sense the complex structure of some media will be demonstrated. In 

Fig. 3.2.1., some simulation results of the spatial APV modes are shown to illustrate the 

radial and azimuthal manipulations of the field.  

3.3 The 2D HOBBIT system 

Considering the generation of LG beams and the mode switching rate is relatively 

slow, it is necessary to manipulate the spatial APV rapidly for real-time remote sensing 

tasks. The concept of the HOBBIT system by using AOD and log-polar optics can be used 

to create spatial APV beams. The HOBBIT system shown in our former work [11] can 

arbitrarily generate integer and fractional OAM at a very high mode switching speed. 

However, since the beam size of APV is OAM-independent, the concept of APV needs to 

be extended to a controllable radial dimension. This function is realized by adding an extra 

AOD to the HOBBIT system. The 2D HOBBIT system is shown in Fig. 3.3.1(a). The 

source used in the system is a 517 nm pulsed laser (Coherent, Monaco) whose pulse width 

is 242 fs. The first AOD adds a vertical linear phase to the incident beam. This linear phase 

is Fourier transformed by a cylindrical lens labeled with a focal length of 2 500F mm=  in 

the figure and in the Fourier plane, this linear phase becomes a linear shift. Then by driving 

the first AOD with different frequencies, the vertical position of the beam can be 

controlled. The second AOD has the same function as illustrated in the former chapter and 

it works as the OAM generator. The second AOD deflects the incident beam horizontally 

which corresponds to a horizontal phase gradient and this linear phase will be imaged to 

the first log-polar optics by two cylindrical pairs which work as a 4-f imaging system to 

reshape the beam. The focal lengths of the cylindrical lens pair are 1 50F mm=  and 
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3 250F mm= . After the 3 cylindrical lenses, the incident Gaussian beam becomes an 

elliptical Gaussian beam with a horizontal linear phase. The log-polar optics include two 

elements, one to do an optical geometric transformation and locates at the Fourier plane of 

2F  and 3F , and the other one which is at the Fourier plane of the first element to correct 

any errors in the wrapping process. Based on the log-polar coordinate mapping, vertical 

positions correspond to different radial scales. As shown in Fig. 3.3.1(b), two elliptical 

Gaussian beams with different colormaps are incident at the first log-polar element, and 

after the wrapping procedure, two ring structures with different radiuses are generated. For 

precise control of the generated field, the laser pulse and the two RF signals driving the 

two AODs are synchronized.  

 

Fig. 3.3.1. (a) The 2D HOBBIT system. (b) The log-polar coordinate transformation for 

the spatial APV generation. (c) Experimental results of spatial APV with different nr . (d) 

Experimental results of multiple radial and OAM modes generation.  
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The experimentally generated radial and OAM modes are shown in Fig. 3.3.1(c-d). 

By designing the RF signals, single or multiple radial and azimuthal modes can be 

generated. Due to the use of an ultrafast pulsed laser, the short period of a pulse is too short 

to show any oscillations caused by the Doppler frequency shift, compared to the results in 

the former chapter. As a result, the interference pattern of the coherent combination of 

OAM modes can be observed in the experimental results. As high as OAM charge 20 can 

be generated from the 2D HOBBIT system where the ± 20 shows the typical interference 

pattern with a total number of 40 petals. From Fig. 3.3.1(d), multiple ring structures that 

correspond to the generation of multiple radial modes can be observed.  

The RF signal will be given first. Similar to the one demonstrated in the former 

chapter, here the RF signals are needed to drive the two AODs. The two RF signals can be 

described as follows:  

( )( ) sin 2 ( ) ,n n n nS t c f t tπ φ= +                                             (3.2) 

( )( ) sin 2 ( ) ,S t c f t tπ φ= +
   

                                             (3.3) 

where nc  and c


 are the coefficients of each frequency component in the RF signal, ( )nf t  

and ( )f t


 are the frequency functions in the sine waves, nφ  and φ


 are the initial phases 

for each sine wave. The RF signals can be any combination of different frequency functions 

which are used to generate a coherent combination of different modes. Same to the 

HOBBIT concept, the RF signal has an arbitrary form to generate specific modes.  
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The RF signals ( )nS t  and ( )S t


 can be used to control the generated field which 

has a spatiotemporal feature. For the first AOD, it adds a linear phase to the incident beam 

vertically and after the Fourier transform by the cylindrical lens 2F , in the Fourier plane, 

the vertical linear phase is transferred to a vertical linear shift. The vertical linear shift can 

be described as nv  which is the distance of the incident beam away from the center of the 

first log-polar optics and can be represented by 

( )2 ( ) ,n
n AOD n

at

Fv f f t
V
λ

= −                                             (3.4) 

where nλ  is the new wavelength after the first AOD which is caused by the Doppler effect, 

0.65 /atV mm sµ=  is the acoustic velocity, 75AODf MHz=  is the AOD central driving 

frequency. Note that the Doppler frequency shift caused by the AOD still exists in the 

system, but the use of a short pulse will allow us to see the interference patterns of the 

coherent modes.  

The ring radius of the spatial APV can be described by the vertical linear shift nv  

as follows:  

exp( / ),n nr b v a= −                                                    (3.5) 

where 6
2
mma
π

=  and 1.5b mm=  are the designed parameters of the log-polar optics.  

After the first AOD, the beam is deflected by the second AOD horizontally and the 

generated horizontal linear phase will be mapped to the azimuthal phase gradient by the 

log-polar optics. This process is demonstrated in the former chapter and in [11]. The 

generated OAM is related to the RF frequency and can be described by 
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[ ]2 ( ) ,AOD
at

a f f t
V
π
η

= −



                                                 (3.6) 

where 3

1

F
F

η =  is the amplification rate of the lens system and ( )f t


 is the frequency used 

to generate OAM charge  .  

The log-polar optics map the incident elliptical Gaussian beam into the spatial APV, 

and the spatial APV can be described by 

( ) 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
22 2

, 2 2 2

( ), , exp exp 2 ( ) ( ) exp ,n
n c n z

r

tr rAPV r t x i f f t f t t ik z i
w wθ

τθθ π θ
τ

 −−
= − − − + + − 

 ∆ 
 



(3.7) 

where x  describes the horizontal polarization, v n
r

w rw
a

= , vw  is the half-width of the 

elliptical Gaussian beam in the vertical direction, wθ  is the ratio of the line length of the 

elliptical Gaussian beam to 2 a  and has a value of 1.3π  in the 2D HOBBIT system, τ  is 

the local time for the pulse, τ∆  is the pulse duration, and cf  is the frequency of the 

incident light, ( )2 cos / 2 /z n nk aπ λ π λ=
 

  is the longitudinal wave vector and nλ 

 is the 

wavelength after the two AODs. The utilization of a short pulse enables us to program the 

radial and OAM modes in each pulse and then a group of pulses can be chosen to create a 

pulse train used for remote sensing applications.  

In Fig. 3.3.1(c), 11 radial modes are shown with beam diameters changing from 

5.06 mm to 1.78 mm. The relative nv  changes from -500 mµ  to +500 mµ  according to 

Eq. (3.5). The far-field, the asymmetric BG beams, usually work as the correlation points 
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when measuring any phase disturbance since the phase of a complex media will change the 

OAM spiral phase back to a plane phase. The intensity distribution of the APV and their 

relative far-field is shown in Fig. 3.3.2.  

 

Fig. 3.3.2. Intensity distributions of the APV and the relative far-fields carrying different 

OAM [71]. 

From Chapter 2, for complex media such as the rotating fog density, the particles 

will create a refractive index distribution. By using a localized measurement, more 

information about a complex distribution can be recovered. In the former several 

paragraphs, the generation of the spatial APV with both radial and azimuthal manipulation 

has been introduced. However, it will be beneficial if another degree of freedom, the 

azimuthal position can be introduced to the beam model. Next, how to generate spatial 

APV with more asymmetry and how to rotate the beam around the annular ring by 

designing the appropriate RF signal driving the AODs will be shown.  

When the acoustic wave generated by the RF signals propagates through the AOD, 

it will modulate and deflect the incident beam. The acoustic wave can be considered as a 

traveling wave during that time window. Then the digital signal processing (DSP) 
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technique can be used to control the RF signal and the generated acoustic wave will have 

the same features as the DSP methods. For example, a Gaussian filter can be exploited to 

work on the sine waves and the RF signal will become a wavelet-like waveform. And if 

time delays are added to the Gaussian filter, the acoustic wave will modulate different 

spatial locations on the incident beam. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.3. In the first 

row, the RF signal which has a sinusoidal form, the elliptical Gaussian beam incident at 

the first log-polar optics, and the wrapped APV after the log-polar elements are shown. 

Then a Gaussian filter filtering the sine wave at different time points corresponds to rows 

2-6. The relative elliptical Gaussian and azimuthal APV beams are given.  

By combining the azimuthally localized wavelet-like APV beams and the radial 

manipulation of the first AOD, the azimuthal phase gradient across the transverse plane in 

the polar coordinate system can be measured. This procedure is basically to decompose the 

transverse phase distribution into the OAM basis, which is similar to the methods used in 

optical communications which analyze the OAM spectrum after the OAM beams propagate 

through the atmospheric turbulence. Compared to the experiment demonstrated in chapter 

2 measuring the rotating fog density, now the localized phase information with the radial, 

azimuthal, and OAM control can be measured. The phase measurement resolution will be 

greatly enhanced by using this method. More detailed experimental results and analyses 

will be given in the following sections.  
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Fig. 3.3.3. Using filtered RF signal to generate azimuthally localized APV.  

The same as the HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT systems, one advantage of the 2D 

HOBBIT system is the fast mode switching speed. The mode switching rate is determined 

by the acoustic velocity of the AODs and the beam size propagating through the AODs. In 

the 2D HOBBIT system, the incident Gaussian beam has a typical beam diameter of 1.6 

mm and the acoustic velocity is 0.65 /mm sµ  which lead to a mode switching rate of 

406.25 kHz. The mode switching rate can be further improved by changing the parameters 
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of the setup. However, this mode switching speed is much faster compared to most 

dynamics of the complex media. In the next section, two remote sensing scenarios will be 

illustrated to show how to use the spatial APV pulse train to sense phase and amplitude 

objects.  

3.4 Sensing amplitude object using the spatial APV 

Previous work describing amplitude pattern recognition using the LG basis 

including radial and OAM modes is illustrated in [4]. A sequence of laser beams carrying 

different radial and azimuthal information propagates through an amplitude object, and by 

collecting the transmitted power the complex coefficients for all the modes are calculated. 

Four measurements are used to determine one complex coefficient for each mode and the 

amplitude and phase of the LG modes are used to reconstruct the transmission function of 

the amplitude object. However, in this reference, the LG beams are generated by an SLM 

whose mode switching rate has a typical value of 60 Hz. The sequence includes 31 different 

radial modes and 31 different OAM modes which results in the period for one scan taking 

more than 30 minutes. This time is too long to fulfill the requirement of real-time sensing. 

The 2D HOBBIT system has a much faster mode switching rate which can be used to do 

real-time pattern recognition and the extension from a regular APV to a spatial APV also 

provides the ability to scale the beam basis. In this section, the detailed theory of using the 

spatial APV to do the amplitude pattern recognition will be illustrated. The construction of 

the spatial APV pulse train will also be demonstrated.  

The spatial APV pulse train is a sequence of pulses each one carries a specific radial 

and OAM information. However, four pulses are required to get the complex coefficient 
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for these specific radial and OAM modes. With this radial and OAM information, a 

reference is used in each pulse to give the interference and in the four pulses, the reference 

carries four phase differences compared to the radial and OAM mode: 0, 0.5π , π , 1.5π . 

Then the complex coefficient can be calculated by Eq. (3.8). The transmitted power values, 

, ,0nP


, , ,0.5nP π

, , ,nP π , , ,1.5nP π

, are collected by a power meter and used to calculate ,nC


.  

( ), , ,0 , , , ,0.5 , ,1.5 .n n n n nC P P i P Pπ π π= − + −
    

                                    (3.8) 

Then the transmission function of the amplitude object can be reconstructed by 

summing all the spatial APV modes with their complex coefficients,  

, ,
,

.n n
n

O C APV=∑
 



                                                     (3.9) 

The sensing process is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1(a). The amplitude object is several 

3D printed letters. The whole pattern has a size of 80 mm by 30 mm, and the height of each 

letter is about 10 mm. Since the real-time property of the 2D HOBBIT system, the 

amplitude object is moved horizontally across the beam. In the figure, two groups including 

8 pulses are used to show the interference patterns of the OAM modes and the reference 

beam. Only one radial mode is chosen to illustrate this method. In this figure, the parameter 

t∆  is closely related to the repetition rate of the laser. A total number of 3280 pulses are 

used to create this spatial APV pulse train. This pulse train includes 20 radial modes 

(diameters from 3 mm to 12 mm changing linearly) and 41 OAM modes (integer charge 

from -20 to +20). A telescope with a 3X magnification is used to expand the beam size. 

When there is no amplitude object in the light path, the spatial APV pulse train should be 

able to get a transmission matrix with ones. However, since the asymmetric property of our 
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beam, the recovered pattern is also asymmetric as shown in Fig. 3.4.1(b). The simulated 

and experimental results are illustrated. A high-speed camera (Phantom Miro C110) is used 

in the experiment to work as the power meter and the captured gray-scale picture is used 

as the power values. In the experiment, a laser repetition rate of 1kHz is used. In Fig. 

3.4.1(c), the reconstructed amplitude transmission function of the letters “OPTICA” is 

shown. Since the object moves across the beam, a total number of 11 scans are recorded. 

We can see the shapes of all the letters are recovered perfectly.  

 

Fig. 3.4.1. (a) The amplitude object sensing procedure using the spatial APV pulse train. 

(b) The reconstructed transmission function without the amplitude object. (c) The 

reconstructed amplitude object “OPTICA” experimentally [71].   
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The spatial APV pulsed train for amplitude transmission function sensing is much 

faster than the SLM-based method. In our experiment, a 1 kHz repetition rate is used and 

it takes about 3s to finish one scan. One issue of the spatial APV is that the basis does not 

include a mode to fill the central area of the transverse plane. This can be observed from 

the simulated and experimental results in Fig. 3.4.1(b). However, with a continuous scan, 

the central region can be detected by the next scan and when the scanned results are 

overlapped and processed, the recovered pattern shows very good consistency with the 

original amplitude object. Based on the radial ring sizes and the OAM charges used in this 

pulse train, the spatial resolution can be determined by the spacing of radial modes and the 

interference pattern of the OAM and the reference. In the experiment, the resolutions in 

radial and azimuthal directions are calculated as 0.24 mm and 0.1π . Note that the 2D 

HOBBIT system is not limited to these exact radial and OAM numbers and the resolution 

and the detection speed can be further enhanced by optimizing the whole process.  

3.5 Sensing rotating fog density using the spatial APV 

In chapter 2, examples of using the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT systems to 

sense the dynamics of the rotating fog density in real-time are shown. The water steam 

flows into a plastic tube tangentially and rotates inside the tube. Because when there is a 

fog density difference across the transverse direction of the tube, the rotating fog results in 

a refractive index distribution which will add an extra OAM component to the input beam. 

The global OAM was traced by the reverse HOBBIT and the collected OAM spectrogram 

is quite complicated and the OAM spectrum shows multiple peaks. These results reflect 

the complexity of the rotating fog and if we want to know more information about the 
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complex media, the localized measurement is necessary. In this chapter, the development 

of the 2D HOBBIT system which can manipulate the radial and OAM information per 

pulse has been introduced, and the RF signals driving the AODs can be modulated by the 

DSP methods and the generated modes can be further tailored. When using a Gaussian-

shape filter to work on the RF signal, the wavelet-like waveforms can be created and the 

acoustic waves stimulated by these wavelet-like waveforms will only function on part of 

the incident beam. Specifically, only a part of the elliptical Gaussian beam will be incident 

at the log-polar optics and mapped to a localized azimuthal position. This small part of the 

APV ring still can carry the OAM information. Combined with the radial control, the 

generated modes by the 2D HOBBIT can cover the transverse plane in the polar coordinate. 

These modes enable us to sense the rotating fog density locally. In the experiment, the size 

of the Gaussian filter is 1/4 of the ring circumference which corresponds to a spiral 

bandwidth of OAM 5 with both sides of the picked OAM value.  

The fog generator is similar to the one used in chapter 2. The length of the tube is 

1 m and three pipes are stretching into the wall of the tube tangentially with equalized 

spacing. The water steam is pumped into the tube through these pipes by an ultrasonic 

source. The experimental setup of the tube for generating fog rotating in clockwise and 

counter-clockwise directions is shown in Fig. 3.5.1. By simply flipping the tube the rotating 

direction of the fog can be changed.  
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Fig. 3.5.1. The tube for generating the rotating fog density in clockwise and counter-

clockwise directions. 

To show the localized measurement simply and directly, here only one radial 

diameter of the APV will be used to illustrate the method. The 3D illustration can be seen 

in Fig. 3.5.2. The azimuthal and OAM information are encoded on the beam pulse by pulse. 

As a result, in 3D space, the light trace will be like a spiraling curve. This pulse train 

includes 20 azimuthal positions (from 0 to 2π  with equal spacing) and 33 OAM states 

(from -4 to +4 with a step of 0.25). Since from the results measured in chapter 2, the OAM 

components added by the rotating fog usually fall in a range of 4± , a small range is chosen 

and the fractional OAM is used to get a high-resolution of the phase measurement. The 

scanning procedure is as follows, the 33 OAM states are sent at the first azimuthal position, 

and then the 33 OAM states will be sent at the second azimuthal position. To finish one 

scan, a total number of 660 pulses is required in this pulse train. After the pulse train 

propagates through the rotating fog density, a reducing telescope is used to change the 

beam size which is not shown in the figure. Then a Fourier lens is used to do the correlation 

measurement. When the phase information in the fog density correlates with the OAM 

carried by the APV, there will be a bright spot on the axis. An ultrafast camera is used to 
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collect all the beam intensity distributions. The laser repetition rate used in this scheme is 

3.5 kHz.  

 

Fig. 3.5.2. The spatial APV pulse train for localized phase measurement.  

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.5.3. The sensing results measuring the 

clockwise rotation of the fog density at several time points are shown in Fig. 3.5.3(a). The 

first row is the measured OAM spectrogram where the y axis denotes the OAM spectrum 

and the x axis represents the 20 azimuthal positions. From the result at different azimuthal 

positions the measured OAMs are different which proves our prediction in chapter 2 is 

correct. The second row is the reconstructed OAM information on the annular ring. The 

colorbar on the bottom right tells the correspondence of the colors and the OAM. The color 

information or the OAM here in fact tells the phase gradient across the azimuthal direction. 

Based on this measurement result, the phase distribution on this annular structure can be 
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recovered. The counter-clockwise measurement results are shown in Fig. 3.5.3(b) which 

give similar results.  

 

Fig. 3.5.3. The rotating fog density sensing results with the localized measurement.  

The rotating fog density has very complicated and unrepeatable dynamics which is 

hard to get the information directly. In chapter 2, the HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT 

systems were used to sense the OAM changing with time. The results in chapter 2 traced 

the global OAM change and gave a complicated OAM spectrum. Since the fog density may 

cause a refractive index distribution across the transverse plane, measuring the global 

channel information may not be able to provide detailed information. The measured OAM 

spectrogram indicated that a localized measurement is necessary to extract the phase 

distribution of the rotating fog density. The 2D HOBBIT system can generate not only 

OAM and radial modes but also a small portion of the APV at different azimuthal positions 

carrying OAM. This feature enables us to do localized measurement of the phase 
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distribution. The measured OAM spectrograms and the recovered phase/OAM gradient 

information prove the correctness of our prediction. The sensing speed is in real-time which 

is another important feature of the HOBBIT-based concept. Future work will involve 

multiple radial position sensing which will allow us to reconstruct the whole phase 

structure across the transverse plane.  

3.6 Partial coherence measurement 

In former sections 3.5 and 3.6, the spatial APV basis is used to sense the binary 

amplitude pattern and the phase spectrum of a concentric phase plate. The results show the 

features of the objects. However, a complex object may change the inherent properties of 

the light field, such as the spatial coherence. The characterization of spatial coherence using 

the HOBBIT system will be demonstrated in this section. The spatial coherence of a 

random light source refers to the correlation of any two points in the light field. It is 

quantified by the CSD function and hard to measure directly from the light’s intensity 

distribution. The spatial coherence shows great potentials in applications such as optical 

communications [72], optical coherence tomography (OCT) [73], imaging [74], and 

particle manipulation [75]. Then it is essential to measure the spatial coherence of a light 

field fast and accurately. However, since the CSD has a complex distribution, in most cases, 

an interferometer scheme and multiple measurements [76-78] are required to detect the 

CSD. Considering the spatial property of the proposed beam model, the spatial APV with 

azimuthal manipulation generated by the HOBBIT might provide a new and rapid way to 

characterize the spatial coherence information when the spatial APV propagates through a 

complex media. Besides the programable property of the HOBBIT system also makes it 
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possible to design a beam with a specific spatial coherence distribution. In this section, the 

basic concept and measurement method will be introduced, then a four-shot measurement 

method based on the 2D HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT is proposed. Simulation and 

experimental results will be given.  

According to [79], any type of partially coherent beams can be considered as a 

superposition of mutually orthogonal and coherent optical fields. The partially coherent 

beam can be described by,  

, ,
,

,n m n m
n m

PCB C= Φ∑                                                    (3.10) 

where ,n mΦ  is the orthogonal modes, ,n mC  is the relative coefficient, and n  and m  can be 

considered as radial and azimuthal numbers if OAM is used as the basis.  

Then the CSD function can be expressed as,  

( ) ( ) ( )*
1 2 , , 1 , 2

,
, , , , ,n m n m n m

n m
W r r z r z r zλ= Φ Φ∑                                 (3.11) 

where 1r  and 2r  are the radial positions of the two measured points, ,n mλ  is the coefficient 

for each component.  

From Eq. (3.11), we can conclude that the CSD is the multiplication of the complex 

amplitude of one point with the complex amplitude conjugate of the other point. Now, it 

will be how to measure the CSD of an arbitrary complex field. If an interferometer is built 

to make the complex amplitudes of the two points interfere, the interfered field can be 

described as,  

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2, , exp ,out r z r z iλ λ δΦ = Φ + Φ                                 (3.12) 
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where δ  is the phase difference between the complex amplitudes of the two points which 

can be changed by using an Michelson interferometer and changing the lengths of the two 

legs.  

Then the intensity of the output field can be described as,  
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From Eq. (3.12), we can see the CSD information is embedded in the interference 

of the two points in the beam profile. By choosing a series of phase values δ , the CSD 

information can be recovered from several intensities captured by a CCD camera. The 

changing of the phase δ  can be realized by accurately controlling the leg lengths of the 

interferometer. When the phase δ  takes the values of 0 and π  as shown in [78], two 

intensity values are collected from the interference patterns. The intensity difference can 

be described as Eq. (3.14). The real part of the CSD function can be extracted from the 

result.  

( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 2 1 20 2 Re , .I I I W r rδ δ π λ λ∆ = = − = =                         (3.14) 

Similarly, if the phase δ  takes the values of 0.5 π  and 1.5 π , the intensity 

difference is described as Eq. (3.15) and the imaginary part of the CSD can be extracted.  

( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 2 1 21.5 0.5 2 Im , .I I I W r rδ π δ π λ λ∆ = = − = =                     (3.15) 
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How to measure the CSD of any beam has been shown above, but building an 

interferometer and changing the phase difference between the two legs require accurate 

mechanical control and are time-consuming. Fortunately, our HOBBIT system shows an 

ability to do rapid mode manipulation and two parts of the beam can interfere with arbitrary 

and precise phase differences using the technique shown in Fig. 3.3.3. The concept of using 

the 2D HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT is shown in Fig. 3.6.1. The pulsed 2D HOBBIT 

is used to generate the probe beams, and send it through the reverse HOBBIT system. Two 

positions on the ring shown in Fig. 3.6.1(a) are to be measured. The probe beam may 

propagate an arbitrary complex medium and gain some type of partial coherence. The ring 

structure of the beam will be mapped to a line, based on the former knowledge. By tailoring 

the RF signal driving the receiver AOD as shown in Fig. 3.6.1(c), two beamlets will be 

deflected and interfere at the interference plane. The position 1 works as a fixed point and 

the position two works as a scanning point. A total number of 30 positions are chosen in 

the simulation. As a result, the CSD of point 1 and other positions across the ring will be 

measured. A simulated example of the four-shot measured intensity distributions with the 

four phase values is given in Fig. 3.6.1(d). By extracting the intensity values in the center 

from the four intensities, the CSD can be calculated and the phase information can be 

recovered using Eq. (3.16).  
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                             (3.16) 
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Fig. 3.6.1. The partial coherence measurement using the HOBBIT.  

The simulation results of measuring the CSD and phase of OAM 0  and 5 are shown 

in Fig. 3.6.2. The first and second columns show the real and imaginary parts of the CSD 

function. Since the APV is unwrapped to a line shape, a vector is used to represent the CSD 

function. The third column is the recovered phase around the ring based on the real and 

imaginary parts of the CSD. The phases of OAM 0 and 5 are recovered with an unexpected 

fluctuation. This fluctuation is due to the uncertainty relation between the position and the 

phase. With a larger filter size, the curve shown in Fig. 3.6.2. will be more linear. However, 

the phase resolution will be compromised.  
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Fig. 3.6.2. The simulated CSD and phase measurement of the OAM 0 and 5.  

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.6.3. A laser repetition rate of 10 kHz 

is used, an azimuthal position number of 60 are chosen, and a filter size of 0.48 mm is used. 

This filter size is to avoid the low intensity caused measurement errors. The similarities of 

the shape of the curves between the simulation and the experiment can be seen. Because of 

the small filter size, a small ratio of the intensity is deflected, resulting in a poor signal-

noise ratio (SNR). However, when the scanning filter moves close to the fixed filter, the 

power density of the interference is very low, causing issues to detect the CSD and recover 

the phase which can be observed from the results. The recovered phase of OAM 5 shows 

five regions indicating the winding number of the charge but the phase curve is not as good 

as the simulation. This is due to several parameters including the beam quality, alignment, 

SNR and the trigger accuracy of the RF signal.  
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Fig. 3.6.3. The experimental CSD and phase measurement of the OAM 0 and 5.  

            In this section, the theory and experimental results of the CSD and phase 

measurements of an OAM beam have been demonstrated. This method can be used to 

characterize the partial coherence information rapidly, compared to other interferometer 

schemes. By measuring the interference of two points in the light field with designed phase 

difference, the real and imaginary parts of the CSD can be measured through a four-shot 

measurement. Then the measured CSD is used to recover the phase. Our results fit well 

with the simulation results. The current performance of this method is limited by the beam 

quality, filter size, alignment, and SNR. Further improvement may be to change the filter 

method to the whole beam interference by deflecting the beam to different angles with a 

phase difference.  
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3.7 Summary 

In this chapter, the spatial APV basis which can be used to do localized 

measurement was demonstrated. The spatial APV is analogous to the LG basis which not 

only has the OAM degree of freedom, but also the radial dimension control. The LG basis 

is a good tool to sense the transverse structure. To do similar sensing tasks, the 2D HOBBIT 

system was developed to generate the spatial APV. The spatial APV basis is a group of 

APV with controllable beam diameters. Compared to the HOBBIT and the reverse 

HOBBIT systems, two AODs are included in the 2D HOBBIT system. The first AOD adds 

a vertical linear phase to the incident beam and this vertical linear phase is transferred to a 

vertical linear shift at the Fourier plane of a cylindrical lens. The first log-polar optics 

locates on this Fourier plane and wraps beams at different locations to different ring sizes. 

The second AOD does the same task as the one in the HOBBIT system which deflects the 

beam horizontally and after this horizontal phase gradient is imaged by two cylindrical 

lenses to the first log-polar optics, the incident Gaussian beam becomes an elliptical 

Gaussian beam. 11 radial modes and OAM charge as high as 20 are shown experimentally 

as examples. Because of the use of the short pulsed laser source, the Doppler effect caused 

intensity distribution is overcome and the clear interference pattern for coherent OAM can 

be observed in the fields. The mode switching rate of the 2D HOBBIT system is rapid 

which is related to the acoustic velocity of the AODs and the beam size in the AODs. A 

theoretical value of 406.25 kHz can be realized using the current setup but can be further 

improved by optimizing the system parameters. Since the use of AODs, the RF signal 

driving the AODs and the waveforms can be modulated and filtered using the DSP 
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technique. By using a Gaussian filter which has a size of 1/4 of the ring circumference, the 

wavelet-like RF signals which will only deflect part of the incident beam can be created. 

The final beam is a highly asymmetric APV whose intensity can rotate along the annular 

direction by changing the delay of the wavelet-like signal. The Gaussian filter size provides 

an OAM spiral bandwidth of 5 around the picked OAM value for the wavelet-like beam. 

More work on how to choose the filter size based on different media will be studied in the 

future. The OAM, radial control, and the wavelet-like APV enable us to do local phase 

measurement in real-time.  

The spatial APV basis was used to illustrate how to reconstruct the transmission 

function of an amplitude object. By using the same method with LG beams, each radial 

and OAM mode is sent four times with a reference beam carrying four phase values, 0, 0.5

π , π , 1.5π . The transmitted power was collected by a fast camera and the four values 

determined a complex coefficient for a specific mode. By creating a spatial APV pulse 

train including a group of radial and OAM modes, a group of complex coefficients which 

were used to reconstruct the amplitude transmission function can be retrieved. A 3D printed 

pattern having the letters “OPTICA” was recovered by this method. A total number of 3280 

pulses, including 20 radial modes and 41 OAM states, are used to sense the amplitude 

object. A 1 kHz repetition rate was used leading to 3 s to recover the information in one 

scan. The measurement speed can be greatly enhanced by using a higher repetition rate.  

Then the spatial APV pulse train including OAM and localized position control was 

used to sense the rotating fog density. As demonstrated in chapter 2, the phase distribution 

generated by the density difference across the whole transverse plane is very complicated, 
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and measuring the global OAM may not reflect the detailed information about the channel. 

Using the designed spatial APV pulse train, the OAM spectrogram based on different 

azimuthal positions can be measured and then recover the OAM/phase gradient distribution 

based on the OAM spectrogram. The measured results proved our prediction of the 

complexity of the rotating fog density. A total number of 660 pulses are included in this 

pulse train containing 20 different azimuthal positions (from 0 to 2π  with equal spacing) 

and 33 OAM states (from -4 to +4 with a step of 0.25). The choosing of the OAM range is 

dependent on the small OAM changing due to the fog density and the use of fractional 

OAM improves the phase measurement resolution.  

The rapid measurement of the CSD was demonstrated with theoretical and 

experimental results. By using the 2D HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT, it is very easy 

to filter two points of the beam out and make them interfere. The real-time property of the 

HOBBIT enables us to characterize the partial coherence rapidly. The simulation and 

experimental results show that the measured CSD can be used to recover the phase 

information of the light field. 

The 2D HOBBIT system shows great potential for real-time dynamics 

measurement of complex media. In the future, the radial control, OAM and the azimuthal 

manipulation will be combined to reconstruct the phase distribution of the whole transverse 

plane which will help us to understand the media better. Since the measured results focus 

on the transverse plane which are still accumulated results of the channel along the 

propagation direction, the compressive imaging method might enlighten us to get the 

longitudinal channel information which is a promising field to discover.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION OF ASYMMETRIC BESSEL-GAUSSIAN 
BEAMS 

 
 
4.1 Introduction 

In the former chapters, the HOBBIT, the reverse HOBBIT, and the 2D HOBBIT 

systems which are all capable of creating both integer and fractional OAM in real-time 

have been introduced. The two essential elements of the HOBBIT are the AOD and the 

log-polar optics. The AOD deflects the beam which can be seen as adding a linear phase 

to the incident beam, and this linear phase is used to generate OAM or to change the beam 

scale. The log-polar optics performs a geometric coordinate transformation and wraps an 

elliptical Gaussian beam into an APV whose beam size is OAM independent. The PV and 

Bessel beams are a Fourier pair which means the far-field of a PV or APV is a Bessel beam. 

However, the details of why the APV or asymmetric BG beams carry OAM with a linear 

one-to-one correspondence as shown in [12] have not been discussed. However, most 

fractional OAM beams do not show a linear measurement curve between the prepared and 

the measured charges. The most common method to generate a fractional OAM is using an 

SPP with fractional order whose azimuthal phase gradient is not integer times of 2π . The 

fractional-order SPP has a phase step in its phase profile which will generate multiple 

singularities propagating along the axis. The multiple singularities can be considered as 

constructive and destructive interference with the propagation. The relationship between 

the prepared and measured OAM can be described by a winding curve [23]. Other methods 
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to generate fractional OAM like the transverse shifted SPP [8] or the superposition of 

different OAM modes such as LG beams or Bessel beams [9, 10] have a very complicated 

OAM mapping curve. This complexity will impact the nonlinear interaction of OAM 

beams. In this chapter, the OAM measurement theory will be discussed in detail. The 

linearity of the HOBBIT generated asymmetric BG beam will be illustrated for the 

fundamental and nonlinear generated beams.  

Nonlinear optical processes not only provide methods to generate new light 

frequencies but also to manipulate the OAM charges from the fundamental to the nonlinear 

generated beams. Due to the energy and momentum conservation rule in nature, the OAM-

involved nonlinear interaction has been summarized as the OAM conservation law [13, 14]. 

The OAM-involved nonlinear processes have been widely studied, such as SHG [13, 14, 

17, 18, 49, 80], SFG [40], DFG [41], HHG [42, 43], SPDC [44], four-wave mixing [45-47] 

and vortex-pumped optical parametric oscillator [48]. For each of the nonlinear processes 

mentioned, integer OAM is used to create the new converted charge. In this chapter, more 

discussions will focus on the SHG of both integer and fractional OAM. Padgett et al. first 

demonstrated the SHG of LG beams in [13, 14], and they put forward the OAM 

conservation law. In [80], Bovino et al. illustrated a non-collinear scheme and used a 

combination of opposite OAM charges as the pump which proves the global OAM value 

is zero. In [81], Li et al. confirmed the OAM conservation law by studying the SHG of 

arbitrary OAM combinations with a non-collinear setup. In 2016, the SHG of fractional 

OAM generated by a fractional-order SPP was studied by R. Ni [17], and the OAM 

decomposition theory was used to study the multi-mode interaction. In 2017, Stanislovaitis 
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et al. used a collinear scheme to study the SHG of fraction OAM [49], and they show that 

the SHG of a half-integer OAM will generate an integer charge which proves the OAM 

conservation law at both integer and half-integer charges with SHG. In 2018, Alam et al. 

generated fractional OAM with shifted SPP and used the OAM decomposition method to 

analyze the SHG of fractional OAM [18], and they analyzed the global OAM conversion 

in this process. The fractional-order SPP and the transverse shifted SPP are two methods 

widely used to generate fractional OAM and are used to study the nonlinear conversion in 

most cases. However, even the global OAM in the fundamental beam is not strictly linearly 

mapped which brings lots of difficulties to manipulating the SHG OAM accurately. The 

results prove the conservation of integer and half-integer OAM beams is limited, and the 

OAM cannot be arbitrarily controlled. Our motivation is to study the OAM mapping of the 

prepared and measured OAM charges by the HOBBIT system and to illustrate the behavior 

of the asymmetric BG beams in the SHG process.  

In this chapter, the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams carrying both integer, 

fractional, and multiple OAM modes will be studied. The OAM SHG theory will be 

discussed. The key factors impacting the OAM conversion in nonlinear processes will be 

discussed. The global OAM measurement theory based on a cylindrical lens [23, 24] will 

be adopted to measure the fundamental and SHG OAM. The measured OAM curves for 

the fundamental and the SHG fields have a good one-to-one correspondence to the prepared 

OAM charges by appropriately generating the RF signal driving the AOD. Our results 

show the first time the mapping curve of fractional OAM was generated through a 

nonlinear process. The nonlinear conversion efficiency will also be discussed.  
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4.2 The HOBBIT system and the OAM SHG theory 

The HOBBIT system used in this chapter is similar to the system demonstrated in 

chapter 2 [11]. Both an APV and asymmetric BG beams can be generated using the 

HOBBIT. The APV is the field right after the log-polar optics, and by simply using a 

Fourier lens, the APV can be transformed into the asymmetric BG beams. The APV can 

be described by,  
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RF signal driving the AOD, nc  is the scaling factor, ( )nf t  is the frequency function that 

can be programmed to any form to arbitrarily manipulate the generated beam, nϕ   is the 

initial phase for each component, ( ) ( )2 2
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 is the amplitude 

distribution, 0r  is the ring radius of the APV, rw  is the ring half-width, wθ βπ=  is the 

azimuthal half-width of the APV, β  is the asymmetry, cf  is the incident light frequency, 
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  is the longitudinal wave vector, nλ


 is the Doppler-

shifted wavelength.  ( ) ( )( )2
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= −  is the generated OAM which is closely 
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related to the AOD driving frequencies, a  is one designed parameter of the log-polar 

optics, atV  is the acoustic velocity, tη  is the magnification ratio of the lens system 

reshaping the Gaussian beam to an elliptical Gaussian beam, AODf  is the central driving 

frequency.  

Since we want to discuss the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams, a Fourier lens 

must be used with the APV to generate the far-field which is the so-called asymmetric BG 

beam. The relation between the input elliptical Gaussian beam, the APV, and the 

asymmetric BG beams is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.1. The far-field equation can be described 

as follows,  
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where ( ) ( )/G n rw t F wλ π=


 is the Gaussian envelope width, F  is the Focal length of the 

Fourier lens, and the summation in the equation indicates that the far-field of the APV is a 

superposition of OAM states, ( ) ( )( )22exp / 4m
m nB i w t mθ

 = − − −
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weighting factor giving the OAM spectrum. tm
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 is the first-order Bessel function, 

tmk  is the transverse wave number and mµ  is a complex factor [60].  
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Fig. 4.2.1. The mapping procedure to generate the asymmetric BG beams. (a) The 

elliptical Gaussian beam. (b) The APV distribution. (c) The asymmetric BG beam [82].  

Then the SHG theory to analyze the OAM conversion of the asymmetric BG beams 

will be discussed. The SHG theory in [13] is applied and in this scenario, the complicated 

complex amplitude of OAM beams and the SHG process is simplified. Assuming the pump 

OAM beam has a very simple description as follows,  

( ) ( )exp ,U U iω θ=                                                     (4.3) 

where U  is an amplitude distribution which has a very simple distribution profile.  

The OAM conservation law tells the OAM conversion from the fundamental field 

to the nonlinear generated beam. After the SHG process, the final output can be considered 

as the square operation of the fundamental beam if the input beam has a simple structure 

in its amplitude and phase. This process can be described as Eq. (4.4). Through the square 

operation, the generated field will carry a doubled OAM charge.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 exp exp 2 .U U U i U iω ω θ θ∝ = =                            (4.4) 

However, the beam profile of the fractional OAM is usually very complicated. This 

includes fractional OAM generated using a fractional-order SPP or the shifted SPP 

methods. The complexity of the amplitude distribution and the discontinuity in the phase 

profile make it difficult to explain the process just using Eq. (4.4). The advantage of the 
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asymmetric BG beams is the asymmetric structure in the complex amplitude which makes 

the beam modal easier than other fractional OAM beams. As a result, Eq. (4.4) could work 

as a very good approximation to analyze the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams.  

Now the situation that the input fundamental beam is a superposition of multiple 

OAM states will be discussed. For simplicity, two modes are included in the incident beam. 

Substitute this beam into Eq. (4.4) , the result can be described as Eq. (4.5) mathematically,  
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             (4.5) 

The above equation describes the ideal case for multiple OAM interaction in a 

nonlinear process. However, the real interaction is quite complicated. Since fractional 

OAM can be seen as a combination of the whole OAM basis with different scaling factors, 

the multiple OAM interaction is not just as simple as in Eq. (4.5). The real interaction is 

very difficult to be simulated. Whether the interaction happens during the SHG conversion 

needs to be considered. Many references studied the multiple OAM interaction in SHG or 

other process like the four-wave mixing [15, 16, 83]. Because in most cases the size of an 

OAM beam is OAM-dependent, the interaction between two modes requires overlapping 

during the nonlinear processes which lead to the actual interaction does not follow the 

mathematical description as Eq. (4.5). This is also the reason why the fractional OAM 

nonlinear conversion does not follow a linear one-to-one correspondence. The modified 

equation to describe the multiple modes interaction can be described as follows,  
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where 1C , 2C  and 12C  are the complex coefficients of each mode after the nonlinear 

conversion which are determined by three factors during the nonlinear conversion. The 

three factors are the power density of each mode, phase matching condition for different 

OAM, and the mode overlapping integration along the nonlinear medium [16]. The power 

density of the fundamental beam will directly affect the nonlinear conversion efficiency. 

The phase-matching condition is related to the k vector mismatch which is determined by 

the spiraling k vector of the OAM beams. Since the skew angle of the OAM is described 

as 
kr
 , the phase matching is determined by both the OAM charge and the beam size. 

Finally, for different OAM, the propagation situations are different and in the nonlinear 

medium, only overlapped parts of different modes interact which leads to the fundamental 

beam is not converted efficiently. All these factors result in Eq. (4.6) and for the fractional 

OAM nonlinear conversion case, the generated OAM charge is not exactly doubled and 

has a large shift from the supposed charge value.  

The far-field of the APV, the asymmetric BG beams, is a combination of a large set 

of OAM modes with different scaling factors which is described by its global OAM,  . 

Here the far-field Eq. (4.2) is simplified as follows,  

( ) ( ) ( )exp ,tm
FF m m

m m

k rU C J imω θ
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=−∞

 
= − 

 
∑                                (4.7) 

where m  denotes each component in the spectrum of  , m m m mC c A GB=  is the complex 

coefficient for each m , mc  is the weighting factor, mA  is the asymmetric amplitude, mGB  

is the Gaussian envelope.  
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Substituting Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.6), an approximation result of the final SHG field 

can be described as follows,  

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 exp ,FF pq p q
m

U C J J i p qω θ
+∞

=−∞

= − +  ∑                              (4.8) 

where p  and q  are any two interacting OAM charges in the summation of m , 

( )pq pq pq pq pq pqC c B k A GBγ= ∆  is the complex scaling factor of the generated OAM 

component due to the interaction of p  and q , pqγ  describes the overlapping coefficient, 

( )pqB k∆  is the phase-matching coefficient, pqA  is the asymmetric amplitude, and pqGB  is 

the Gaussian envelope, p qJ J  is the Bessel term. In this equation, the power density, phase-

matching condition, and mode overlapping are all considered as contributions to the final 

field. The nonlinear process will change the original spectrum distribution and generate a 

relatively random distribution of the final spectrum which will cause the OAM charge to 

shift away from the doubled value.  

4.3 Global OAM measurement method 

In this section, the global OAM measurement method using cylindrical lens will be 

introduced and the simulation results with different OAM carrying beams and the SHG 

beam will be shown.  

The cylindrical lens method described in [23, 24] is used to measure the global 

OAM charge of a complex field. When a beam carrying OAM propagates through a 

cylindrical lens, the far-field in the Fourier plane will have a specific intensity distribution. 
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By capturing the intensity distribution using a CCD camera, the global or average OAM 

charge can be calculated by the following equation,  
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where ( ), ,U x y z


 is the complex amplitude of the incident beam and ( )*, ,U x y z


 is its 

complex conjugate, x y
y x

 ∂ ∂
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 is the differential operator in Cartesian coordinate.  

The cylindrical lens is used to do 1D Fourier transform to the input beams and using 

the cylindrical lens method, Eq. (4.9) can be related to the measured intensity by rotating 

the cylindrical lens in horizontal and vertical directions,  
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here ( ),I x y


 is the intensity distribution at the focal plane of the cylindrical lens and f  is 

the focal length of the cylindrical lens.  

Next, the simulation method will be used to show the advantage of the asymmetric 

BG beams, compared to other OAM modals carrying fractional OAM. 3 different β  values 

for the asymmetric BG beams are chosen to compare with a plane wave and the 

hypergeometric Gaussian modes. The fractional OAM range is chosen from -1.5 to +1.5 

with a step of 0.1. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.3.1(a). The plane wave 

carrying a fractional OAM will show a global OAM which is close to the nearest integer 
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value as shown in [5]. When a Gaussian beam propagates through an SPP, the generated 

beam modal can be considered as the hypergeometric Gaussian (HyGG) beam. As shown 

in [6, 23], the HyGG beam will show a winding OAM mapping curve. The three β  values 

are 0.5, 0.7, and 1. The mapping curves for the three β  in Fig. 4.3.1(a) are very linear but 

with slightly different amplitudes in their undulations. The differences in these mapping 

curves indicate that the asymmetric BG beams carry fractional OAM with linear one-to-

one correspondence. This is due to the asymmetry avoids the branch-cut at the phase 

discontinuity. As a result, the interference does not happen along with the propagation. 

However, in the cases with a plane wave and HyGG beam, the phase discontinuity develops 

multiple singularities which will contribute to the global OAM measurement. The multiple 

singularities shift the global OAM value away from the programmed charge which makes 

the mapping curve nonlinear. Our simulation results show the advantage of the asymmetric 

BG beams by exploiting the asymmetric structure which decreases the evolution of the 

phase steps in the beam profile. In Fig. 4.3.1(a), the three intensity distributions at different 

β  are also provided.  

Since the nonlinear conversion of the fractional OAM is what we are interested in, 

the simulation of the OAM mapping curve in SHG with the asymmetric BG beams is 

shown in Fig. 4.3.1(b). According to Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.8), it will be very difficult to get 

the coefficients for each OAM component. Here Eq. (4.4) is used to estimate the global  
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Fig. 4.3.1. Simulation with the asymmetric BG beams. (a) Comparison of the 

fractional OAM mapping curves among different beam models. (b) Simulated OAM 

mapping curve for the asymmetric BG beams in SHG. (c) Simulated intensity 

distributions for fundamental and SHG asymmetric BG beams [82].  
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OAM values in the SHG field. If our assumption follows the OAM conservation law, the 

measured global OAM for the input with a range from -1.5 to +1.5 should be from -3 to +3 

with a step of 0.2. The asymmetric BG beams are generated in simulation first, then the 

beams are substituted into Eq. (4.4), and with the output beams, the cylindrical lens method 

is used to measure the global OAM. From the results, we can see the green curve is not 

strictly linear but with slight winding. This is due to the basic nature of fractional OAM 

which is the superposition of integer OAMs. Also, the real process should be worse than 

this since the interaction is more complicated. In the simulation, the maximum shift 

happens at charge 0.5 with a shift of about 0.15. But the momentum should still be 

conserved in the nonlinear process considering the overlapping integration. Figure 4.3.1(c) 

gives the simulated fundamental and SHG fields by using Eq. (4.4). The labeled OAM 

charges on each figure are the programmed and the conserved values, ignoring the shift 

observed in Fig. 4.3.1(b). The SHG field has more asymmetry compared with the 

fundamental beam which is reasonable because the nonlinear processes are power density 

related. The simulation results show the advantage of the asymmetric BG beams in the 

nonlinear process not only due to the better OAM mapping curve for fractional OAM, but 

also the consistency of the intensity distributions of the fundamental and SHG fields. 

Considering most fractional OAM beams are not stable when propagating along the axis, 

our results show similar intensity distributions to the near-field which proves the 

asymmetric BG beams can retain their shape and OAM charge with propagation.  
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4.4 Experimental results 

A 1064 nm HOBBIT system is used to generate the asymmetric BG beams. The 

experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 4.4.1. A vertical polarized 1064 nm laser source 

(Nuphoton 1064 nm Dual Amplifier Assembly) is incident at the AOD. This vertical 

polarization is required by the AOD and the Magnesium doped Periodically Poled Lithium 

Niobate (MgO: PPLN) nonlinear crystal for considering diffraction and nonlinear 

efficiency. The AOD (Gooch & Housego Model #3080-197) adds a horizontal linear phase 

to the input beam as shown in the former chapters and is controlled with RF signals. A 

cylindrical lens ( 40f mm= )  and a spherical lens ( 200f mm= ) construct a lens system to 

reshape the input Gaussian beam into an elliptical Gaussian beam. The log-polar optics do 

the geometric coordinate transformation and wrap the elliptical Gaussian beam into the 

APV. A Fourier lens ( 200f mm= ) is used to get the asymmetric BG beams. A 20 mm 

MgO: PPLN crystal with a period of 6.93 mµ  (Covesion MSHG1064-1.0-20) is placed at 

the Fourier plane. By using quasi-phase-matching, the 1064 nm fundamental beam is 

converted to 532 nm. An imaging lens ( 75f mm= ) is placed after the MgO: PPLN to 

image the center of the crystal to a CCD camera (Spiricon SP300). Two dichroic mirrors 

are used to filter the 1064 nm fundamental laser out. A pick-off optic is used then to reflect 

about 10% of the generated beam to the camera. A cylindrical lens ( 100f mm= ) before 

the camera is used for the OAM measurement.  
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Fig. 4.4.1. Experimental setup for the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams [82].  

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.4.2. The intensity distributions of the 

1064 nm fundamental beams are shown in Fig. 4.4.2(a) and Fig. 4.4.2(c). Both integer and 

fractional OAMs are included. We can see all the intensity profiles of the fundamental 

beams have a similar distribution which fits well with the property of retaining the shape. 

Integer OAM charges from -3 to +3, fractional OAM from -2.5 to +2.5 with a step of 1, 

and two extra fractional OAM -0.26 and +0.6 are generated by designing relative RF 

signals. Figure 4.4.2(b) and Figure 4.4.2(d) are the SHG beams corresponding to the 

fundamental beams. The labeled OAM charges are based on the OAM conservation law. 

The results shown in the figure have a good agreement with the simulation results in Fig. 

4.3.1(c) which proves the good approximation of our theoretical model.  
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Fig. 4.4.2. Experimental intensity distributions of the fundamental and SHG beams. Row 

(a) and (c) denote the fundamental 1064 nm beams. Row (b) and (d) are the relative SHG 

beams. The labeled SHG OAM charges are based on the OAM conservation law [82].  

The OAM mapping curve for measuring fractional OAM in a range with small steps 

is shown in Fig. 4.4.3. Both the simulation and experimental results are included. The error 

bars in the figure are based on the standard deviation by measuring 9 different frames of 

the same OAM charge. From the results, for the 1064 nm fundamental beam, the OAM 

mapping curve shows very good linearity between the programmed and the measured 

OAM, and for the 532 nm SHG fields, there are more undulations in the experimental 

results than in the simulation which is as predicted. However, the OAM mapping curve for 

the SHG field still shows a very good one-to-one correspondence for the fractional OAM 

which is the first time to show a relative result. The results prove that the asymmetric BG 

beams can provide fractional OAM in fundamental and nonlinear generated fields. The 

results also show that by controlling the complex amplitude of the light field, it is possible 
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to tailor and generate arbitrary OAM charges and the beam can have a better propagation 

property.  

 

Fig. 4.4.3. The measured OAM mapping curve for the fundamental and SHG beams [82]. 

The crescent intensity distribution rotates 90 degrees from the APV to the 

asymmetric BG beam which indicates during the propagation from near-field to far-field 

the rotation may have an impact on the mode overlapping in the nonlinear crystal. A 

simulation is done to study the propagation property of the beam using different Fourier 

lenses first. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4.4(a). Two focal lengths are chosen, 50 mm 

and 200 mm and the OAM charge is +3. The length of the MgO: PPLN is 20 mm and the 

relative positions from -10 mm to +10 mm are labeled in the figure. We can observe that 

with different Fourier lenses, the beam propagation is very different. With the 50 mm lens, 

the beam rotates almost 180 degrees as it propagates through the crystal. Respectively, with 

the 200 mm lens, nearly no rotation can be observed. Since the nonlinear conversion of the 

OAM beams is related to the mode overlapping integral, the generated field can be rather 
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different. The corresponding experimental results with the two Fourier lenses can be seen 

in Fig. 4.4.4(b) which is as predicted. Using a shorter focal length, the ±  overlap and 

interact which will generate OAM 0 component. As a result, there is a bright spot in the 

center of the intensity. For the 200 mm lens, the ±  overlap is less and no bright spot is 

observed in the beam profile. The labeled OAM charges in the figure are based on different 

schemes.  

 

Fig. 4.4.4. (a) Simulation results of the asymmetric BG beams in the MgO: PPLN for 

using different focal lenses. (b) Experimental results of the generated 532 nm beams for 

using 50 mm and 200 mm Fourier lenses [84].  

The single-pass conversion efficiency of the asymmetric BG beams using the 200 

mm Fourier lens is measured to show the differences between different OAM. OAM 

charges 0 and ±  ( 1± , 2± , 3± ) are chosen. The ±  intensity distributions are shown in 
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Fig. 4.4.4(b). Note here since a CW laser source is used and the Doppler frequency shifts 

for different OAM, the typical interference pattern cannot be observed due to the CCD 

camera is much slower than the electric field change and only provides an averaging result 

based on the exposure time. Besides, the AOD’s diffraction efficiency varies at different 

OAM charges. Therefore, different coherent OAM modes may have varying maximum 

power generated from the HOBBIT which will affect the conversion efficiency. OAM 0 

has a maximum pump power of 4960 mW and the generated SHG beam has a power of 

149 mW at the phase-matching temperature of 36.7 ℃ which gives an efficiency of 3%. 

For OAM charge 1± , the maximum input and output power are 3170 mW and 41 mW and 

the conversion efficiency is 1.29%. The difference in the phase-matching conditions for 

OAM 0 and 1±  is not only because of the power but also because of the mentioned skew 

angle difference for different OAM. The maximum efficiency for the current system is 3%, 

1.29%, 0.72%, and 0.4% for SHG OAM 0, 2± , 4± , 6± . The impact of the Doppler 

frequency shift and the low efficiency can be further improved by using a pulse source with 

high peak power.  

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams carrying integer, fractional 

and coherent OAM modes has been demonstrated. The beam modal is generated by a 1064 

nm HOBBIT system. The AOD in the system is driven by RF signals and will deflect the 

beam in multiple directions. The linear phase gradient on the beam profile will be mapped 

to an azimuthal phase gradient by the log-polar optics. After the log-polar optics, the 

generated near-field, the APV, has an OAM-independent beam size. Using a Fourier lens, 
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the far-field, the asymmetric BG beam, can be generated. For a single OAM charge 

generated by the HOBBIT system, the far-field carries a summation of integer OAM 

charges which are described by a series of Bessel modes. This superposition property 

indicates the complexity of the modes if we want to do manipulation on this beam model. 

However, despite the complicated OAM spectrum of the asymmetric BG beams, a very 

simple SHG theory was used to analyze the OAM nonlinear conversion. When the complex 

amplitude of an OAM beam has a relatively simple distribution, the SHG field is 

proportional to the square of the fundamental field, generating a beam carrying a doubled 

OAM charge which is called the OAM conservation law. For multiple modes interaction, 

the situation will be more complicated. For a regular OAM beam whose beam size is OAM-

dependent, the multi-mode interaction will be affected by the overlapping integration along 

the nonlinear medium. As a result, the coefficients for each generated OAM component do 

not follow the mathematical calculation. The factors impacting the multi-mode interaction 

are summarized in this chapter as follows, the power density, the phase-matching condition, 

and the mode overlapping. The power density is directly affecting the mode conversion 

since the nonlinear processes are power density related. The phase-matching condition 

matters because for OAM-dependent beam size, the skew angle of the k vector is 

determined by the OAM charge and beam size. The mode overlapping is the most 

significant factor which will decide the final SHG OAM spectrum.  

Fractional OAM can be decomposed into a summation of an integer OAM basis 

which is also suitable for the asymmetric BG beams since the far-field equation tells this 

result. Despite the complexity of the OAM spectrum, the cylindrical lens method was 
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exploited to simulate the measurement of the global OAM of the asymmetric BG beams in 

the fundamental field and other OAM modes like the plane wave and HyGG beam carrying 

OAM. The results show that the asymmetric BG beams can carry OAM with a linear one-

to-one correspondence. This is due to the asymmetric structure in the complex amplitude 

and this feature eliminates the branch-cut phase discontinuity and there will be no 

interference and multiple singularities generation along with the propagation. Compared to 

other fractional OAM beams, the asymmetric BG beams have a linear OAM mapping and 

can retain their shape propagating from near-field to far-field. Our asymmetric BG beams 

have a relatively simple complex amplitude and the SHG theory mentioned above is used 

to get the SHG field. Then the cylindrical lens method is used to measure the global OAM 

in the SHG field. The results show a very good one-to-one correspondence and only show 

slight undulation in the curve which is due to the OAM spectrum in the beam. However, 

the simulation is ideal and the real interaction will give more undulations which are 

observed later in the experimentally measured OAM mapping curve. Despite the 

undulations in the mapping curve, this is the first time to show a one-to-one correspondence 

of the fractional OAM in SHG. The simulated and experimental intensity distributions of 

the fundamental and SHG field show great agreement. Then the mode overlapping issue 

was discussed by using different Fourier lenses to get the fundamental asymmetric BG 

beams. Two focal lengths were chosen, and the propagation situations of both beams in the 

nonlinear crystal were executed to show the difference. With a shorter focal length, the 

beam profile of an OAM +3 in the crystal almost rotates 180 degrees, while for the longer 

focal length the rotation of the beam profile can be hardly observed. The simulation results 
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indicate the difference in the SHG field for an input OAM of ± . This difference was 

observed in the experimental results. For the shorter focal length, there is an OAM 0 

component, and a bright spot can be seen in the center of the field. However, for the longer 

focal length, the OAM ±  was converted to 2±   through the SHG. Finally, the single-pass 

nonlinear conversion efficiencies of 0, 2± , 4± , 6±  were measured and a 3% maximum 

efficiency is obtained for OAM 0. This efficiency was measured with the current setup and 

can be further improved by changing the parameter in the scheme or by using a pulsed laser 

source with higher peak energy like the 2D HOBBIT system.  

In this chapter, the asymmetric BG beams are utilized as the OAM beam modal to 

study the SHG of OAM beams. Due to the asymmetric property of the beam modal, the 

advantages of using the asymmetric BG beams are discussed. Our results show the 

guidance of using OAM beams to do nonlinear conversion with an OAM-dependent size. 

The factors impacting the interaction are discussed. In the next chapter, the nonlinear 

conversion of the APV will be studied. The APV has an OAM-independent beam size, and 

the nonlinear interaction will only be affected by the OAM. Our nonlinear study on the 

asymmetric BG beams and the APV will help us understand the basic nature of the 

fractional OAM and will be promising for applications trying to expand the high-

dimensionality of structured light.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION OF ASYMMETRIC PERFECT VORTEX 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 

The nonlinear interaction involving OAM provides  a way to manipulate both OAM 

and the wavelength simultaneously, which is very important since it is difficult to generate 

high charge OAM at some specific wavelength band using regular methods such as the 

deep UV OAM beams. Most SLMs are unsuitable for deep UV beams and the lithography 

method may not have enough resolution for shorter wavelengths. However, most OAM-

involved nonlinear processes are very complicated, and a lot of factors need to be 

considered in the conversion process. As demonstrated in the former chapter, power 

density, phase-matching condition, and mode overlapping are the three parameters that 

determine the output results of the nonlinear conversion. The power density is a well-

known parameter affecting any nonlinear process since the high-order nonlinear coefficient 

is related to the strength of the light field. The phase-matching condition is ignored by most 

references since the phase gradient of the OAM azimuthal phase is relatively small, but it 

is essential when considering multiple OAM interactions. Mode overlapping is a 

phenomenon that occurs when the OAM modes in the nonlinear process have an OAM-

dependent size. For example, the LG modes and Bessel-Gauss modes whose beam sizes 

increase as the OAM charge increases undergo a very complicated nonlinear integration 

along with the nonlinear media. All three of these factors are interdependent, which makes 

the nonlinear interaction hard to predict. In [15, 16], the theoretical and experimental 
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results in SHG and four-wave mixing show the complexity of the multiple OAM 

interaction and use the mode overlapping integral to solve the problem. Their results show 

a very good fitting between the theory and experiment. In [17, 18], the SHG of fractional 

OAM using fractional-order SPP and transverse shifted SPP are studied, and the multiple 

OAM interaction based on OAM spectrum decomposition is used to calculate the mode 

overlapping integral. The fractional OAM can be considered a combination of infinite 

integer OAM, so the nonlinear conversion of fractional OAM can be treated as a multi-

mode interaction. However, the nonlinear studies involving fractional OAM are not direct 

and the analysis is very complicated. Considering the regular fractional OAM such that the 

HyGG modes [23] do not have a linear one-to-one correspondence curve, the mapping 

curve for the nonlinear generated modes is not linear. For most studies, to manipulate the 

OAM, a linear mapping curve is essential.  

In the former chapter, the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams has been introduced. 

The SHG theory for a fundamental field with simple distribution was demonstrated and the 

SHG field is proportional to the square of the fundamental beam. Thus, for a single integer 

OAM input, the SHG field will carry a doubled OAM charge. However, this usually does 

not work for fractional OAM due to the complicated structure of both the amplitude and 

the phase. The asymmetric BG beams carry an OAM with a linear one-to-one 

correspondence which is confirmed by the cylindrical lens method [23, 24] which can 

measure the global OAM of a field. Compared to the fractional OAM generated with 

fractional-step SPP or the shifted SPP, the asymmetric BG beams maintain shape during 

propagation due to the asymmetric property. This asymmetry also causes the SHG field to 
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carry an OAM with a very good one-to-one correspondence, which is the first time a 

relationship such as this has been shown. There is a slight undulation in the mapping curve, 

which is due to the asymmetric BG beams being a superposition of a set of Bessel beams 

and requires the mode overlapping to be considered. Our SHG study on the asymmetric 

BG beams shows the considerations when studying nonlinear conversion using OAM-

dependent beam sizes, and the asymmetric property provides a method to manipulate the 

converted OAM in nonlinear processes.  

In this chapter, the SHG of the APV will be studied. Compared to the asymmetric 

BG beams, the APV has an OAM-independent beam size. Due to this feature, the 

interaction only affected by the OAM can be explored. The theoretical analysis of why the 

beam generated by the HOBBIT system can carry OAM with a linear mapping curve will 

be given based on the electromagnetic theory. Our results will demonstrate that the global 

OAM is impacted by both amplitude and phase distributions. The coupled wave theory will 

be exploited to study the SHG process. The simple phase structure of the APV will also be 

beneficial to the SHG interaction. The SHG study with the APV shows that the SHG field 

carries OAM with a linear one-to-one correspondence, which is a further improvement on 

the results of the asymmetric BG beams. The reverse HOBBIT system is used to get the 

fractional OAM mapping curve. Due to the Doppler frequency effect embedded in the CW 

HOBBIT system, the reverse HOBBIT can be used to study the multiple OAM interaction 

theory with the APV. The measured results show that the SHG theory using APV can be 

predicted and manipulated with amplitude and phase. The 2D pulsed HOBBIT system is 

also used to generate deep UV beams carrying higher-order OAM. The results coincide 
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with the APV nonlinear interaction theory and are promising in applications such as 

quantum information technology.  

5.2 Theoretical analysis of the global OAM of the APV 

It is well-known that OAM beams have features such as a donut-shaped intensity 

distribution and a spiraling wavefront. The donut shape is due to the transverse phase 

distribution which causes a phase singularity in the center of the field. As a result, OAM 

beams are considered phase structured light in most cases. In this section, the significance 

of the amplitude distribution of the light field based on the electromagnetic analysis of the 

global OAM will be shown. For simplicity, the APV complex amplitude is expressed as 

follows,  

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

0
2 2, exp exp ,
r

r r
U r i

w wθ

θθ θ
 −

= − − − 
 
 

                             (5.1) 

where 0r  is the ring radius, rw  is the radial Gaussian 1/e2 width, wθ βπ=  describes the 

asymmetry of the APV, and β  is the so-called asymmetry factor.  

In [7], Padgett discusses the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the OAM in a light 

field, and demonstrates the linear momentum density of a light beam that can be calculated 

with the electromagnetic theory and is described as follows,  
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where ω  is the angular frequency of the light, u  is the complex amplitude of the light 

field, 0ε  is the vacuum permittivity, φ  and z  are unit vectors, k  is the wave vector, σ  
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describes the polarization state, and ( , , )r zφ  are the polar coordinates. The first term on the 

right side is related to the phase gradient which is used to describe OAM, the second term 

is the linear momentum of the electromagnetic wave in the propagation direction, and the 

third term is linked to the spin angular momentum (SAM) which is independent of 

azimuthal phase.  

Assuming the light field is linearly polarized, 0σ =  and the total angular 

momentum of the field is described as Eq. (5.3). By substituting an unknown complex 

amplitude into Eq. (5.3), the global OAM can be calculated.  

( ) ( )* *0
0 .

2z
z

J r E B r i u u u uεε ω= × × = × ∇ − ∇
   

                        (5.3) 

Illuminating an SPP with a Gaussian beam will generate fractional OAM which has 

a nonlinear OAM mapping curve. When substituting this fractional OAM beam into Eq. 

(5.3), the generated beam has an abrupt phase jump on its transverse plane and, with 

propagation self-interference of the beam, a smoothing procedure occurs. The calculated 

global OAM based on Eq. (5.3) will be the same as the one in [23]. However, if the APV 

is considered, due to the asymmetric distribution, the complex amplitude is continuous in 

the transverse plane and does not contain any discontinuity because of the amplitude and 

phase. Then substituting Eq. (5.1) into Eq. (5.3), the calculated result is as follows,  

2
0 .zJ uε ω=                                                         (5.4) 

Equation (5.4) is a typical explanation of the OAM carried by the LG beams which 

can only carry integer OAM [7, 85]. The calculated result with the APV has the same 

expression, which demonstrates that the APV generated by the HOBBIT system with an 
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asymmetric structure can carry a global OAM that corresponds to the programmed value. 

The results have been shown in the former chapters using the asymmetric BG beams and 

the cylindrical lens method. This can be explained by showing that the free-space 

propagation is a linear process that will not change the global OAM value. Here the APV 

structure and the measured OAM mapping curve are shown in Fig. 5.2.1.  

 

Fig. 5.2.1. (a) The intensity and phase distributions of the APV carrying OAM 0.5. (b) 

The OAM mapping curve of the APV using the cylindrical lens method [86].  

5.3 SHG of the APV: theory and experiment 

In section 5.2, that the APV carries a global OAM with a linear one-to-one 

correspondence is theoretically proved. In this section, the coupled wave equation for the 

SHG process will be used to for the nonlinear conversion of the APV. Single OAM and 

multiple OAM interaction will be analyzed. The light source of a CW HOBBIT system and 

the measurement using the reverse HOBBIT system will be exploited to measure the 

converted OAM.  

The coupled wave equation for the SHG is as follows [87],  
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where 1A  and 2A  denote the complex amplitudes of the fundamental and the SHG fields,  

1ω  and 2ω  are the light angular frequencies, 1k  and 2k  are the wave numbers, effd  is the 

effective nonlinear coefficient, c  is the speed of light, and 1 22k k k∆ = −  represents the 

wave vector mismatch in the nonlinear conversion.  

Assuming the incident pump 1A  has a simple distribution that can be considered as 

a constant, Eq. (5.6) can be integrated directly to get the SHG field by taking the 

undepleted-pump approximation [87]. The calculated complex amplitude and the intensity 

distribution of the SHG field can be expressed as follows,  
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where L  is the length of the nonlinear medium, 1n  and 2n  correspond to the refractive 

indices of the fundamental and SHG field in the medium, 0ε  is the permittivity of free 

space, and 1I  is the intensity distribution of the fundamental field. Considering the simple 

amplitude and phase structures of the APV, Eq. (5.1) can be directly substituted into Eq. 

(5.7) to get the SHG field which carries an OAM of 2 . This also indicates that the OAM 

mapping curve of the SHG field will have a linear one-to-one correspondence.  
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The benefit of using the APV is that the intensity distribution of the APV is 

independent of the OAM carried by the beam. This property allows us to isolate and explore 

only the impact of the OAM in the nonlinear conversion. Furthermore, since the beam size 

of the APV is OAM-independent, the mode overlapping issue observed with LG beams 

and the asymmetric BG beams will not be an issue. Considering the APV is generated by 

the HOBBIT system, the power ratio among different OAM modes can be arbitrarily 

controlled indicating that the power density factor is under control. The third factor in the 

nonlinear processes is phase-matching. Since the Poynting vector of the OAM beams 

spirals along the propagation axis, the angle of the Poynting vector and the axis can be 

described by Eq. (5.9). As a result, this angle is determined by the OAM charge and the 

beam size together. By changing the OAM charge and the beam size, the nonlinear 

interaction can be controlled.  

.
kr

α =
                                                            (5.9) 

If the APV is with a small beam size, the wave vector mismatch will be large, and 

the nonlinear conversion described by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) will be not predicted accurately. 

Therefore, in this chapter, a relatively large APV is chosen to make k∆  for different OAM 

negligible. When this condition is satisfied, if the multiple OAM modes are generated using 

the HOBBIT system, Eq. (5.7) can be further expanded to Eq. (5.10). Note that if these 

conditions are used, the mathematical description of Eq. (4.5) will stand, and the nonlinear 

interaction will have a much simpler illustration.  
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The 1 mµ  HOBBIT system is used to generate the APV which is also used in 

chapter 4 to generate the asymmetric BG beams. The reverse HOBBIT system working at 

532 nm is utilized to measure the OAM spectrum. The 1 mµ  CW HOBBIT system and 

the reverse HOBBIT system can be seen in Fig. 5.3.1. Two essential elements in the 

HOBBIT systems are the AOD and the log-polar optics. The log-polar optics perform 

geometric coordinate transformations which can convert cartesian coordinate and polar 

coordinate to each other. The coordinate transformation corresponds to the exchange 

between the OAM azimuthal phase gradient and linear phase which are the processes of 

generating and detecting OAM. The AOD is driven by an RF signal with a specific 

frequency which can deflect the incident beam to a designed angle or  transfer a beam 

carrying linear phase back to flat phase. By using the AOD, each OAM mode is tagged to 

one frequency due to the Doppler frequency shift. This enables us to explore the interaction 

between different OAM modes by measuring the beat frequencies. The APV generated by 

the 1 mµ  HOBBIT system is imaged by a 10X reducing telescope to the center of a 20 

mm long PPLN crystal with a period of 6.93 mµ  which is the same as the  one used in 

chapter 4. The generated APV can be expressed as,  
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where y  denotes the vertical polarization, ( )( ) exp 2 ( )n n n
n

S t c i f t tπ φ= +  ∑  is the RF 

signal driving the HOBBIT system, nc  controls the power ratio of each OAM component, 

( )nf t  is the frequency function which can be used to generate static or dynamic OAM, nφ  

is the initial phase for each component, cf  is the incident light frequency, ( , )A r θ  is the 

amplitude distribution, [ ]2( ) ( )n AOD n
at t

at f f t
V
π
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= − , 3.6
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parameter, atV  is acoustic velocity, 2
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η =  is the imaging index of the lens system, AODf  
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  is 

the longitudinal wave number.  

 

Fig. 5.3.1. (a) The 1 mµ  HOBBIT system. (b) The reverse HOBBIT system [86].  
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The reverse HOBBIT system is a real-time OAM cross-correlator, which is the 

reverse process of the HOBBIT system. The detailed explanation of the HOBBIT and the 

reverse HOBBIT can be found in chapter 2. The correlation in the reverse HOBBIT can be 

described by Eq. (2.12). As mentioned earlier, a 20 mm long periodically poled lithium 

niobate (PPLN) nonlinear crystal (Covesion MSHG1064-1.0-20) with a grating period of 

6.93 mµ  was used as the nonlinear medium. Considering the length of the nonlinear 

crystal, a beam diameter of 300 mµ  is chosen to ensure the invariance of the beam 

propagation in the crystal. Using this beam diameter, the phase-matching condition for 

different OAM modes is evaluated. Based on Eq. (5.9), the wave vector mismatch for OAM 

in the range of -10 to +10 can be ignored. This result can be found got by calculating the 

conversion efficiency for OAM charge 10 at the perfect phase-matching condition for 

OAM charge 0 using Eq. (5.8), which results in 2 ( / 2) 0.9534sinc kL∆ = . With a smaller 

diameter and a larger OAM value, the phase mismatch caused by the OAM spiraling k 

vector cannot be ignored and relative results will be discussed later with the 2D HOBBIT 

system.  

The experimental results of the SHG of APV are shown in Fig. 5.3.2. Figure 

5.3.2(a) shows the intensity distribution of the fundamental and SHG fields. We can see 

both fields are APV but with different asymmetry due to the nonlinear process being power 

density related. The 5 discrete SHG OAM charges measurements are shown in Fig. 5.3.2(b) 

with an incident fundamental APV carrying OAM charges -1, -0.5, 0, +0.5, +1. The 

measured results show corresponding doubled charges. The OAM mapping curve from the 

fundamental APV to the SHG APV can be seen in Fig. 5.3.2(c) and the fundamental OAM 
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range is from -1 to +1 with a step of 0.1. According to the results the mapping curve has a 

linear one-to-one correspondence and each single fundamental OAM charge is accurately 

doubled in the SHG which is predicted by the theory discussed earlier.  

 

Fig. 5.3.2. (a) Experimentally captured intensity distributions of the fundamental and 

SHG APV. (b) SHG OAM charges measurements resulting from the fundamental APV 

with OAM -1, -0.5, 0, +0.5 and +1. (c) The OAM mapping curve of the SHG of APV 

with fundamental beam carrying OAM from -1 to +1 with a step of 0.1 [86].  

The APV not only carries fractional OAM with a linear mapping curve but also 

simplifies the nonlinear conversion process by having a relatively simple amplitude and 

phase distribution. The elimination of the phase discontinuity in the beam profile improves 

the nonlinear conversion property of the APV. Since the nonlinear interaction of multiple 
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APV beams can be analyzed mathematically. Substituting Eq. (5.11) into Eq. (5.10), the 

SHG field of multiple APV interaction can be derived as follows,  
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Since each fundamental OAM is Doppler frequency tagged due to the transmitter 

AOD, the SHG field of multiple APV interactions will carry different beat frequencies. By 

measuring the beat frequencies using the reverse HOBBIT system, the complex 

coefficients of the SHG OAM components can be extracted and then the multiple OAM 

nonlinear interaction theory can be verified. Considering the interaction of any two OAM 

charges may give the same OAM charge carrying the same Doppler frequency shift, the 

summation of sinusoidal waves with the same frequency may change the amplitude and 

phase on this frequency and by measuring the amplitude and phase, the interaction can be 

confirmed. First, the sinusoidal waves summation theory will be evaluated. In Eq. (5.13), 

( )z t  is the signal carrying a summation of sine waves, in which every frequency has a 

specific amplitude and phase. Equation (5.14) shows how to get the information carried by 

the beat frequencies.  
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An example of how to verify the multiple OAM interaction theory with APV in Eq. 

(5.12) can be seen in Fig. 5.3.3. The fundamental beam includes 3 OAM charges which are 
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-0.5, 0 and +0.5. Considering all the interactions between any two modes, the SHG field 

will contain 5 different OAM charges which are -1, -0.5, 0, +0.5, and +1. A sequence of 

phase values is embedded in the RF signal to generate -0.5, resulting in the beat frequency 

information being changed due to different phase values. Five phase values are chosen as 

follows, 30, , , ,4 2 4n
π π πφ π ∈   . The measured SHG OAM spectrogram with initial 

phase changing in 2 ms increments is shown in Fig. 5.3.3(a). Since it is a summation of 5 

OAM modes, the waveform captured by the scope will not show individual OAM charges. 

The 1 mµ  HOBBIT system is designed to have a Doppler frequency difference of 5.8 MHz 

for an OAM charge. The relationship of the beat frequencies among all the 5 SHG OAM 

modes is shown in Fig. 5.3.3(b). The beat frequency will be the same for two OAM modes 

having the same OAM steps, so for simplicity, only one beat frequency is labeled in the 

figure for each OAM step. By doing an FFT analysis of each column of Fig. 5.3.3(a), the 

beat frequency information can be extracted and the frequency spectrogram can be seen in 

Fig. 5.3.3(c). The frequency spectrogram includes 4 main peaks which correspond to the 

beat frequencies of 2.9 MHz, 5.8 MHz, 8.7 MHz, and 11.6 MHz. The amplitude differences 

in each increment are due to the initial phase setting of the OAM -0.5 which causes the 

destructive interference in the spectrogram.  

The magnitude and phase information can be extracted from the frequency 

spectrogram and the results are shown in Fig. 5.3.4(a). The destructive interference can be 

seen with more details. The Eq. (5.13) and Eq. (5.14) are used to theoretically calculate the 

final phase values for each increment. These final phases for the beat frequencies 2.9 MHz, 
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5.8 MHz, 8.7 MHz, and 11.6 MHz are 0.5 nφ , nφ , 1.5 nφ , and 2 nφ  respectively. The 

experimentally measured phase values in each increment are plotted in Fig. 5.3.4(b). At the 

beat frequencies 2.9 MHz and 5.8 MHz, we can see the curves show the phase changes of 

0.5 nφ  and nφ  exactly. However, the beat frequencies 8.7 MHz and 11.6 MHz show much 

noisier curves which is due to a reduced signal level that decreases the phase measurement 

accuracy. However, the phase measurement verifies the multiple OAM interaction theory 

in Eq. (5.12) using APV.  

 

Fig. 5.3.3. Experimental results of multiple OAM interaction in SHG. (a) OAM 

spectrogram of the SHG field with 5 increments. (b) The beat frequency information for 

any two OAM modes in the SHG field. For simplicity, only one beat frequency is labeled 
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for two OAM with a step. (c) The measured frequency spectrogram after applying FFT to 

the OAM spectrogram [86].  

 

Fig. 5.3.4. (a) The extracted magnitude and phase information from the frequency 

spectrogram. (b) The measured phase curves from the beat frequencies [86].  

In this section, the SHG of the APV beams with theoretical and experimental results 

were studied. The theoretical analysis of the APV carrying linear OAM mapping curve is 

given and the coupled wave theory for SHG is discussed. With the APV, a linear one-to-

one mapping curve for the SHG OAM is created which is an enhanced improvement to the 

asymmetric BG beams. Due to the use of the HOBBIT systems, each OAM is frequency 

tagged, which allows us to verify the multiple OAM interaction theory. The experimental 

results fit well with the theoretical prediction which proves that the APV has advantages 

in generating fractional OAM and doing multiple OAM interaction in nonlinear processes. 

In our experiment, the APV solves the three problems that must be considered in OAM-

involved nonlinear interaction. The power density and the mode overlapping issues are 

fixed by using the RF signals and the OAM-independent beam size. A relatively large beam 

diameter is used to eliminate the spiraling k vector problem, and in an OAM range from -
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10 to +10, the phase-matching condition can be considered approximately the same. 

However, with smaller beam sizes and larger OAM, the phase-matching condition is still 

an important factor in OAM-involved nonlinear processes.  

5.4 Deep UV OAM beams generation with high charges 

In the former section, the advantages of using the APV to generate new light 

frequencies and new fractional OAM charges has been introduced. The asymmetric 

complex amplitude structure enables the elimination of the natural phase discontinuities in 

the beam profile, which help maintain the beam along propagation and help retail the 

fractional charge. Both the fundamental beams and the SHG beams carry fractional OAM 

with a linear one-to-one correspondence mapping curve. The results show promising 

manipulation of OAM in nonlinear interactions. In this section, the possibility of generating 

APV beams carrying high OAM charges in SHG and the factors that impact the nonlinear 

interaction will be explored and discussed.  

The nonlinear optics theory is important to quantum technology. The photon pairs 

generated from the SPDC process are usually used as entangled states [89]. Compared to 

other ways of generating entangled states, the quantum optics method works at room 

temperature and can be easily controlled by using nonlinear crystals. High dimensionality 

is another requirement for quantum applications, and the spatial modes provide the option 

to involve the nonlinear processes and the OAM modes together. According to the results 

in [19], the SPDC generated photon pairs with a Gaussian beam pump will be a 

superposition of infinite OAM spectrum, which is a natural property of quantum 

entanglement. However, with the Gaussian pump, the generated superposition of the spatial 
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modes in the photon pairs has a Gaussian-shape distribution which is centered at OAM 0. 

This distribution is called the spiral bandwidth. For specific applications like quantum 

teleportation [90], it is essential to have a balanced spiral bandwidth which means the 

coefficients for each component in the superposition should be equalized. As a result, post-

selection methods like the so-called Procrustean method used in [19] are used to manipulate 

the spatial mode spectrum generated by the SPDC. However, the post-selection methods 

may cause security issues and post-selection free methods have been developed to 

overcome this effect [91-94]. The usual method to balance the spiral bandwidth is to use a 

pump of superposition of OAM modes with radial controls. It is then essential to generate 

deep UV OAM beams whose wavelength is the common band used in quantum optics. 

However, it is hard to use regular methods to generate such beams. For example, most 

SLMs are not suitable for UV beams whose wavelength is shorter than 400 nm, and shorter 

wavelengths make it hard to solve the resolution issue using lithography methods. Another 

option is to use nonlinear interaction to generate the desired superposed OAM modes in 

the UV band and use them as the input to the SPDC. Since controlling the radial and OAM 

modes together will be a requirement, the 2D HOBBIT system is perfect for generating 

such modes. In this section, the SHG to generate high-order OAM and radial APV beams 

with all different combinations will be introduced.  

Considering that the SHG process of the spatial APV is being studied, Eq. (5.12) 

can be updated as follows,  
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(5.15) 

The radial modes of the spatial APV can be considered as orthogonal to each other, 

and the multiple OAM interaction has been discussed in section 3. The relative simulation 

results of single OAM, multiple OAM, and multiple radial modes using Eq. (5.15) are 

shown in Fig. 5.4.1. The first row shows the fundamental APV beams carrying 3 different 

integer charges, 2 superposed OAM charges, and multiple OAM and radial modes. The 

single OAM charges show the beam size invariance at the same radial mode. The 

interference pattern of multiple OAM and radial modes can be seen. The second row shows 

the simulation results of the SHG APV with Eq. (5.15). We can observe that the beam sizes 

of the fundamental and SHG APV are the same, except for the higher asymmetry of the 

SHG APV since the nonlinear interaction is power intensity relevant. The SHG APV is 

propagated to the far-field to observe the OAM charge related effect. From the single OAM 

charges results, we can see the SHG far-field is the Bessel beam whose beam size is OAM-

dependent. The results for multiple modes are very interesting since the interaction between 

multiple OAM will generate more modes causing the interference pattern in the far-field 

to be very complex. If we take a fundamental beam carrying 3±  for example, then the 

generated SHG APV should carry 3 OAM charges: +6, -6, and 0. The APV far-field shows 

the interference pattern of these 3 Bessel modes. Similar results can be observed from the 

other two results with multiple OAM and radial modes.  
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Fig. 5.4.1. Simulation results of the spatial APV in SHG [95].  

There are three main factors impacting the nonlinear interaction with OAM beams, 

power density, mode overlapping, and phase-matching condition. As discussed earlier, the 

RF signal driving the HOBBIT system can be used to control the power density, and the 

mode overlapping issue can be fixed by exploiting the APV with OAM-independent beam 

size. The phase-matching condition is affected by the k vector mismatch between different 

OAM modes. And the skew angle is both related to OAM and beam size and can be 

expressed by 
kr

θ =
 , where r  here denotes the radius of the beam. Since the 2D HOBBIT 

system can generate different radial APV, it will be convenient to study how the beam size 

will affect the SHG results. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.4.2. The 

parameters of the 2D HOBBIT can be found in chapter 3. The nonlinear crystal used in this 

experiment is a 0.3 mm Type-I BBO (Eksma optics BBO-644H). The spatial APV is 

imaged to the center of the crystal using a reducing telescope. Two different beam 

diameters, 250 mµ  and 125 mµ , are chosen and can be seen in the results. For the 

fundamental APV at 250 mµ , we can see the beam sizes for different OAM are very 
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constant. But for the fundamental APV at 125 mµ , a rotation for higher OAM can be 

observed. This is due to the basic nature of the log-polar coordinate transformation which 

is perfect for plane waves but will cause distortion on the APV distributions due to the 

larger linear phase gradients during the wrapping procedure. The far-fields after 

propagation of the fundamental APV are shown in the second row. The SHG APV beams 

are shown in the third row and similar intensity patterns can be observed for both beam 

diameters. The BBO crystal is aligned based on the phase-matching condition for OAM 0. 

The SHG APV appears worse at higher OAM charges which is due to the k vector 

mismatch. If the results using different beam diameters are compared, we can conclude 

that the intensity pattern is better for large beam sizes. The propagation of the SHG APV 

is shown in the last row.  

 

Fig. 5.4.2. The SHG results with APV with different beam sizes.  

With the generated deep UV OAM beams shown in Fig. 5.4.2, the generation of 

high OAM needs to be confirmed. It is hard to detect the OAM charges directly at 258.5 
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nm, but the OAM interference pattern can be used to verify the charges. The results are 

shown in Fig. 5.4.3. The 517 nm APV beams carrying 20±  are generated, and after the 

SHG process, 3 OAM modes of 0, +40, and -40 will be included in the field. The 40±  will 

show 80 petals which proves the generation of the charge. We can observe a bright Bessel 

spot in the SHG APV beams which corresponds to OAM 0. However, the power intensity 

of the higher OAM charge is so low that nearly no intensity can be seen. By using the 

image processing technique, the central spot can be filtered out to enhance the contrast of 

the residual field and we can see the interference pattern. Due to the imperfectness of the 

phase-matching condition for higher OAM, the beam diameter of the pattern and the 

distance between two petals need to be measured to estimate the petal numbers. The 

experimentally measured results are shown in the figure. With a beam diameter of 1202.94 

mµ  and a petal distance of 47.97 mµ , the number of petals is 

1202.94 / 47.97 1 79.78π× + = , which is very close to the theoretical number of petals for 

40± . This small variance is due to measurement error. We can say the generation of deep 

UV carrying high OAM is verified by doing such an experiment.  

 

Fig. 5.4.3. Verification of the SHG APV carrying OAM 40.  
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Next, we want to show the SHG results involving multiple OAM and multiple 

radial modes since both dimensions can be used to manipulate the OAM spiral bandwidth 

in SPDC. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4.4. The first two rows show the fundamental 

APV beams and the relative far-field distributions through propagation. The typical 

interference patterns can be seen, and for the far-field of multiple radial modes, we can 

observe multiple ring patterns as well. The fundamental APV beams are sent to the BBO 

crystal and the SHG APV beams are shown in the third row. Considering all of the 

interactions, the OAM charges are labeled above the figure. The far-field of the SHG APV 

can be seen in the fourth row which shows similar interference patterns as the simulation 

results shown in Fig. 5.4.1.  

 

Fig. 5.4.4. SHG APV results with multiple OAM and radial modes.  

In this section, the results generated using spatial APV generated by the 2D 

HOBBIT system with high OAM and multiple radial modes are demonstrated. Our results 

confirmed the APV SHG theory illustrated earlier and generate deep UV OAM beams 
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carrying OAM as high as 40. For high OAM SHG, the phase-matching condition related 

to the k vector mismatch cannot be ignored and some parts on the beam profiles have lower 

power intensity. This can be further improved by using different types of phase-matching 

crystals such as quasi-phase-matching. The multiple OAM and radial modes nonlinear 

interaction results are also shown. Our results show promising applications in quantum 

technology, providing a method to generate deep UV OAM beams and manipulate the 

OAM spiral bandwidth, which is essential in some quantum applications.  

5.5 Conclusion 

In summary, the SHG of APV beams is demonstrated in this chapter. The APV 

beams, which have OAM-independent beam sizes, are promising tools to explore how 

OAM charges, the only parameter, can impact the converted modes in the SHG field. The 

theoretical analysis based on the electromagnetic theory on the global OAM carried by the 

APV is first demonstrated. Usually, the phase structure is the most important feature for 

OAM beams, however, both amplitude and phase will affect the global OAM in the field. 

This analysis shows the reason why our beams generated by the HOBBIT can carry OAM 

with a linear one-to-one correspondence mapping curve. The SHG theory based on 

coupled-wave equations was then illustrated. Due to the asymmetric structure of the light 

field, the phase discontinuities are eliminated from the complex amplitude and the OAM 

charge is exactly doubled in the SHG beams. Based on the theory, the 1 mµ  HOBBIT 

system and a PPLN crystal are utilized to do the SHG process. The reverse HOBBIT system 

is used to measure the OAM in the generated fields. An input beam carrying fractional 

OAM from -1 to +1 with a step of 0.1 is studied. The OAM mapping curve for the SHG 
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fields also shows a very good linear one-to-one correspondence depicting a linear curve 

from -2 to +2 with a step of 0.2, compared to the results in the former chapter with 

asymmetric BG beams. This is due to the simpler amplitude and phase structure of the 

APV. A relatively large beam size of 300 mµ  is used in this experiment so that the phase-

matching condition for a range of OAM from -10 to +10 can be considered the same. Due 

to the natural property of the HOBBIT beams carrying a tagged Doppler frequency, the 

reverse HOBBIT can extract the beat frequency information from multiple OAM beams 

and verify the multiple mode interaction theory using APV. An input beam carrying 3 

OAM charges of 0, +0.5, and -0.5 respectively, is sent to the crystal and, by varying the 

initial phase of -0.5, constructive and destructive interference can be seen in the generated 

field. The 5 OAM of -1, -0.5, 0, +0.5, and +1 are included in the SHG field, considering 

all the interactions. OAM components will have a beat frequency and the final phase 

information for each beat frequency can be theoretically calculated. By using the reverse 

HOBBIT system, the OAM, frequency, and phase spectrograms are collected 

experimentally. The results fit well with the theoretical predictions and verify the multiple 

OAM interaction theory with APV.  

The nonlinear interaction theory with APV was then used to generate deep UV 

OAM beams. The UV beams and spatial modes are widely used in quantum technology. 

For a Gaussian pump, the generated field through an SPDC process will carry a 

superposition state which can be thought of as a high dimensional entanglement state. 

However, this state includes an OAM spectrum whose spiral bandwidth has unbalanced 

coefficients. To equalize the coefficients, post-selection filtering methods are usually used. 
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However, the post-selection compromises the quality of the quantum states. Some 

references have shown that by tailoring the input states carrying multiple OAM and radial 

modes, the spiral bandwidth of the SPDC generated field can be balanced, which indicates 

the generation of deep UV beams carrying OAM and radial information. Considering this, 

the 2D HOBBIT is a perfect choice to generate spatial APV which can be thought of as 

carrying both OAM and radial information. The 2D HOBBIT and a type-I BBO crystal are 

used to explore the impacting factors of the SHG process. Single OAM, multiple OAM, 

and radial modes are sent to the BBO. As mentioned in former chapters, power density, 

phase-matching condition, and mode overlapping are the most important factors for OAM-

involved nonlinear interactions. Using HOBBIT generated APV beams, the power density, 

and mode overlapping problems can be solved since the power density can be controlled 

by the RF signal and the APV has an OAM-independent beam size. The phase-matching 

condition is due to the k vector mismatch whose angle is related to both the OAM charge 

and the beam size. Based on this, APV beams with 2 different beam diameters, 250 mµ  

and 125 mµ , are used to generate deep UV OAM beams. The results show similarities 

between the 2 diameters but with a better beam quality for the larger beam. Also, for higher 

OAM charges, the intensity distributions show lower density in regional areas which is due 

to the phase-matching around the ring being nonuniform. This can be further improved by 

using a quasi-phase-matching crystal. To verify the generation of high OAM charges in the 

UV band, the superposition of 20±  works as the pump and the petal numbers in the 

generated field indicates a generation of charge 40. Then the multiple OAM and radial 
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modes conversion in the SHG is experimentally executed and the results match the theory 

and the simulation results.  

Our work on the nonlinear interaction with APV beams shows the possibility to 

isolate the OAM as the only factor being varied in the conversion. With the results using 

the asymmetric BG beams, our work explores the basic nature of what affects the OAM-

involved nonlinear processes and shows how to manipulate the interaction. Our theory can 

be used to generate new light frequencies carrying tailored OAM which will be useful in 

applications such as optical communications and quantum technology. It is the first work 

showing how fractional OAM can be controlled and how it behaves in nonlinear 

interactions. The linear one-to-one correspondence in both fundamental and SHG fields 

shows the potential to enhance the light spectrum efficiency and increase the channel 

capacity.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
6.1 Conclusion 

In this work, driven by the promising applications of structured light in fields like 

optical communications, remote sensing, and quantum technology, the generation, 

manipulation, and detection of APV beams carrying both integer and fractional OAM 

charges are studied. Methods based on the HOBBIT concept are developed. The nonlinear 

interaction of APV beams is studied for understanding and manipulating the beam 

arbitrarily.  

First, the CW HOBBIT system and reverse HOBBIT systems were introduced. By 

using AOD and log-polar optics in the systems, the beam can be generated and measured 

rapidly up to MHz level. Driven by carefully designed RF signals, the HOBBIT system 

can generate time-varying APV beams carrying integer, fractional, and combined OAM. 

The benefit of an APV is the property of OAM independence which enables the matter 

interaction only caused by OAM. One feature using the AOD is the Doppler frequency 

shift between different modes. The reverse HOBBIT system uses the AOD and log-polar 

optics in reverse order, compared to the HOBBIT system. Driven by a linear RF chirp, the 

results using the reverse HOBBIT to detect the generated modes by the HOBBIT show the 

real-time cross-correlation of the input beam and the detection scheme. By using the FFT 

method, the beat frequency information can be extracted from the measured results and the 

frequency and phase spectrograms can be used to build the Poincaré sphere which is widely 
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used for information coding and decoding. In addition, the HOBBIT and reverse HOBBIT 

were used to track the OAM change of a rotating fog density in real-time to give the spatial 

information of a complex medium.  

Then, the 2D pulsed HOBBIT system was demonstrated. By introducing a second 

AOD into the system, the beam size and OAM can be controlled simultaneously. The 

generated modes can be considered as a spatial APV basis which can be used for remote 

sensing tasks. The use of a pulsed source overcomes the Doppler frequency shift problem 

in a CW HOBBIT and the experimental results show the interference patterns of multiple 

OAM. By calculating the fidelity using the intensity correlation of the experimental and 

the simulated results, the generated spatial APV beams show great beam quality. The 

orthogonality of the generated APV OAM is proved by decomposing the beam into an 

integer OAM basis and a mode purity more than 97% can be generated through the 2D 

HOBBIT. The current 2D HOBBIT system enables a fastest mode switching rate of 406.25 

kHz. This mode switching speed can be further improved by using a smaller beam size or 

using AOD with higher acoustic velocity. The spatial APV basis was used to create 

different types of pulse trains to measure binary amplitude pattern and the rotating fog 

density. The binary amplitude pattern was recovered ideally by sending OAM interference 

modes, and the recovered letter size is with high accuracy. For the rotating fog density 

sensing, the spatial property of the beams enables to measure the radial OAM correlation 

information, and the further modulation of the RF signals makes the real-time azimuthal 

localized information can be retrieved from the detection scheme with a single-pixel 

detector. The theory and experiment of using the 2D HOBBIT and the reverse HOBBIT to 
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characterize the partial coherence of an APV beam are demonstrated. Our results show the 

ability to measure the CSD function and to recover the phase of the light field rapidly.  

Next, the nonlinear study of the asymmetric Bessel-Gaussian beams was illustrated. 

The asymmetric BG beams and the APV beams are a Fourier transform pair which are both 

the generated types of beam models of the HOBBIT system. Different from the APV beams 

whose beam size is OAM-independent. The asymmetric BG beams have a larger beam size 

by carrying larger OAM. The study of the SHG of the asymmetric BG beams through a 

PPLN crystal was given. Three main factors, the power density, the phase matching 

condition, and the mode overlapping were illustrated to explain the complexity of OAM-

involved nonlinear process. The linear one-to-one correspondence of the fractional OAM 

charge was given for the fundamental asymmetric BG beams which is due to the inherent 

asymmetry property of the beam model. The SHG beams also show a very good one-to-

one correspondence of the fractional charges. The experimental results of integer and 

fractional OAM were demonstrated. The OAM mapping curve is not purely linear which 

is due to the asymmetric BG beams having a superposed OAM spectrum. The different 

situations of multiple asymmetric BG beams in nonlinear interaction were discussed. The 

propagation of the asymmetric BG beams in the nonlinear crystal will impact the power 

ratios in the generated beam which allows us to manipulate the interaction by controlling 

the parameters. The nonlinear transversion efficiency was also given.  

The nonlinear conversion of the APV beams was discussed in the following chapter. 

The electromagnetic theory on APV beams carrying fractional OAM with a linear one-to-

one correspondence was demonstrated first. The coupled wave equation was used to study 
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the SHG of APV beams. The multiple OAM nonlinear interaction theory was derived. The 

OAM mapping curve of the SHG beams was measured using the reverse HOBBIT and a 

linear one-to-one correspondence was measured. The multiple OAM interaction theory 

was verified by sending 3 OAM modes, -0.5, 0, and +0.5 through the nonlinear crystal and 

measuring the beat Doppler frequency using the reverse HOBBIT system. Using the FFT 

analysis, the amplitude and phase information of each OAM mode can be extracted and 

used to verify the interaction. Utilizing the APV nonlinear interaction theory, the spatial 

APV beams generated by the 2D pulsed HOBBIT (517 nm) were used as pump through a 

BBO crystal to generate 258.5 nm OAM beams in the UV band. The simulation and 

experimental results were given and fitted well with each other. Two different beam sizes 

of APV were studied to show how the skew angle affects the OAM-related conversion. 

The verification of generation of OAM charge 40 was given by measuring the interference 

petals when sending ±20 to the BBO. The experimental results of multiple radial and OAM 

modes were also given.  

6.2 Future work 

In the future, more work on the generation and detection of structured light will be 

carried on. On one hand, the asymmetry of the APV and the asymmetric BG beams shows 

a very important advantage to create fractional OAM beams which have a linear one-to-

one correspondence. On the other hand, although controlling the asymmetry makes the 

generated beam with a high mode purity, the APV is not a true basis because of the spiral 

bandwidth of the asymmetric structure. However, this can be improved by either tailoring 

the RF signal driving the AOD or new designs of optical coordinate transformation. 
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Building an orthogonal basis will be beneficial to applications requiring high 

dimensionality. Besides, the embedded Doppler frequency shifts to different OAM modes 

might have the potential to track any small disturbance caused by the complex media which 

can be used in remote sensing tasks.  

On the detection side, the reverse HOBBIT shows a great performance for 

measuring OAM spectrum of a CW laser source in real-time. It will be important to develop 

a pulsed reverse HOBBIT to measure a single pulse’s OAM. The appropriate timing is 

required to locate the pulse’s position in time for precise control of the system. The 

demonstrated reverse HOBBIT in Chapter 2 can be used for detecting APV beams with a 

specific radial size. However, it is not suitable for the measurement of the radial size and 

the azimuthal position of the spatial APV generated by the 2D HOBBIT. New 

considerations of how to measure these parameters are essential to decoding the 

information carried by these modes. One important feature of the HOBBIT system is multi-

mode manipulation since the use of AOD. It is convenient to sum different RF signals 

carrying different frequencies together to generate multiple OAM modes together. It makes 

the reverse HOBBIT easy to work as an interferometer. As a result, the spatial correlation 

information of a single field can be extracted using the reverse HOBBIT which is suitable 

to measure the spatial coherence of the beam. Partially coherence beam works better as the 

information carrier for optical communication studies. Our approach might be useful to 

study the behavior of the partially coherent beams and for the generation of these special 

beam models.  
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The nonlinear study of OAM beams is important with both beams having OAM-

dependent and OAM-independent beam sizes. The multiple OAM interaction is intriguing 

and offers a way to generate and manipulate new types of structured light. Manipulation of 

these beams with higher degrees of freedom is essential for applications involving 

information encoding and decoding. The multi-mode interaction might also be a new way 

to excite the generation of new type of structured light such as the Ince-Gaussian modes. 

Another important area related to OAM-involved nonlinear interaction is the quantum 

information technology. In Chapter 5, the UV OAM beams are generated through the SHG 

process and they are the perfect source as the pump of quantum entanglement generation. 

The embedded high dimensionality of OAM-carrying beams also makes it possible to 

create highly entangled photons. The current schemes to generate entangled photons are 

less efficient and need post-selection filters. However, the nonlinear study in this 

dissertation provides a potential way to generate and manipulate the OAM spiral bandwidth.  

The mentioned work in this dissertation offers a way to generate and manipulate 

fractional OAM, which is important to extend the degrees of freedom to encode and decode 

information. The generated fractional OAM has a linear one-to-one correspondence of the 

fractional OAM charges in both fundamental and nonlinear converted fields. Both the 

schemes to generate and detect these modes are based on the so-called HOBBIT concept 

which enables the real-time manipulation of structured modes in MHz level. The rapid 

switching feature is significant in studies like remote sensing which is shown as examples 

to measure the complex media in this dissertation. The nonlinear study of the APV modes 

realizes the process of fractional OAM conversion and is important for a better 
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understanding of the OAM-related nonlinear processes. The study of APV beams is 

essentially important and has potential for research areas requiring high-dimensional data 

processing.  

6.3 Major contributions 

Following is a summarized list of the major contributions realized as a result of the 

Dissertation research:  

• This research was the first to demonstrate the APV beams carry fractional 

OAM with a linear one-to-one correspondence. This is the prerequisite for 

using the fractional OAM to do sensing.   

• This research was the first to demonstrate a real-time sensing method by 

measuring continuous OAM spectrum. The reverse HOBBIT can reveal a 

speed of MHz.  

• This research was the first to develop the spatial APV basis for imaging and 

sensing. The 2D HOBBIT system was developed to generate the spatial 

APV.  

• This research was the first to study how spatial structure of the beam will 

impact the nonlinear processes. The APV and the asymmetric BG beams 

showed a one-to-one correspondence of fractional OAM charges after 

nonlinear conversion.  
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